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Validation of Compound Limiting Surface
Model Using Load and Unload Experiments
A.I. Akhtyamova*, Yu.P. Stefanov, A.V. Myasnikov

Abstract - Based on the experimental work [7] a number of numerical computations are provided. The
calculation parameters are determined in accordance with the presented algorithm of elastic-plastic model
[5] initialization and then compared with experimental results. Non-linear initial sections of the stressstrain diagram are considered, and the importance of these sections is taken into account in the multistage
load modeling.
Index Terms - algorithm analysis, compaction, core elevation, dilatancy, geomechanics, hysteresis curve,
multistage loading, nonlinear section, triaxial compression.
I. NOMENCLATURE
Application of compound limiting surface model required determination of the following parameters:
E
elastic modulus (Pa)
K
compression modulus (Pa)
G
shear modulus (Pa)
ν
Poisson ratio
α
angle of internal friction
Y
cohesion
(α and Y0 strength parameters, determining limiting surface when σ > 0)
h
hardening coefficient
γ*
critical deformation, after which degradation of material is prevailing
γ0
plastic deformation of total failure

coefficient of dilatancy, determining plastic potential and corresponding direction of incremental vector
of plastic deformation
σt
tear strength by uniaxial tension (Pa).
ε1
axial strain
σ1
axial stress
P
hydrostatic pressure
εr
radial deformation
σс
confining pressure
τ
shear stresses intensity
θ
volumetric strain
II. INTRODUCTION
Numerical model development, stress-strain analysis and explaining the processes, which occur in rocks,
require data on rock properties under formation conditions. Experimental data on rock properties obtained
during core tests may differ from data in situ conditions. Core elevation to the surface can cause a state of
irreversible strain by stress relaxation after in situ high-pressure conditions and resulting in inelastic
deformation [1].
A. I. Akhtyamova is with the Center of Hydrocarbon Recovery, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Skolkovo Innovation Center,
Building 3, Moscow 143026, Russia (e-mail: alina.akhtyamova@skoltech.ru).
Yu. P. Stefanov is with the Laboratory of Deep Seismic Studies and Regional Seismicity, Trofimuk Institute of Petroleum Geology and
Geophysics SB RAS (IPGG SB RAS), Koptug ave. 3, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia (e-mail: yu_st@mail.ru).
A. V. Myasnikov is with the Center of Hydrocarbon Recovery, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Skolkovo Innovation Center,
Building 3, Moscow 143026, Russia (e-mail: A.Myasnikov@skoltech.ru).
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These effects are eliminated by core triaxial compression tests. Specimen resides in such compression
conditions until linear dimensional stabilization and initial state restitution (healing of induced breaks) is
reached [2]. To investigate the processes occurring inside the rock during its elevation and after triaxial loading,
specimens undergo multistage and cyclic loading. Stress strain dependencies take on a loop form in such tests
(Fig. 1). This loop is named a “hysteresis curve” (it is worth noting that hysteresis curves occur when stress
comes up to the level wherein plastic deformations appears).
At the same time, experiments show nonlinear section existence (it may be caused by specifics of equipment or
rock conditioning process) both at the outset of loading (stage I at the graph) and unloading (stage II at the graph).

Fig. 1. Stress-strain dependencies multistage loading scheme

Existence of corresponding sections plays an important role in stress-strain state estimation in the processes
of deformation localization and material destruction.
However, simulation results based on models, matching with specimen behavior under loading conditions,
often are in bad agreement with experimental data after the reloading stage. Specifically, they exclude the
nonlinear sections accounting. Therefore, it is necessary to construct an adequate model, which would consider
all the key insights of multistage experiments.
III. MODEL PARAMETERS DETERMINATION AND MODEL INITIALIZATION
For the deformation processes, occurring inside the geological environment under loading conditions,
description and its simulation it is necessary to define the problem correctly and choose the constitutive
relations. In these ratios, it is necessary to consider the behavior patterns of definite structure in conditions
under consideration.
To describe the deformation processes beyond the elastic limit, we used the relations of modified DruckerPrager-Nikolaevsky model with the non-associated flow rule [3, 4].
Due to this model limiting surface describes by the following formula
and plastic potential by

f = τ − ασ − Y

(1)

g = τ − Λσ
(2)
The complexity of geomaterials behavior description beyond the elastic limit is that the surface limiting stress
state, where development of plastic deformation begins, is not fixed; it changes during the deformation. Also,
parameters describing behavior of the geological environment beyond the elastic limit, become functions of the
cumulative strain and pressure [5].
The laws of variations of the limiting surface are formulated in [6].
Constructing limiting surface and analyzing rock behavior beyond the elastic limit in terms of using model, it is
convenient to present obtained data in the invariant values. Stresses can be performed in terms of shear stresses
intensity τ and pressure σ; deformations in terms of intensity of shear deformation γ and volumetric deformation ε.
9
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Model initialization algorithm (Fig. 2) starts from axial stress versus axial deformation σ1 (ε1) graph plotting
according to experimental data. Further, Young's modulus is determined by the straight-line portion selection
on this graph.
Stress and strain data is recalculated from the core experiments data to the P(ε) and τ(γ) coordinates according
to the next formulas:

σ=P=

(�� ���� )
�

(4)

θ = ε = ε� + 2ε�

τ=

γ=

(3)

|�� ��� |

(5)

�|�� ��� |
√�

(6)

√�

After that, P(ε) graph is constructed. Bulk modulus is also determined by a straight-line portion selection.
Elastic strain interval is highlighted in order to calculate volumetric plastic deformation as follows:
ε� = ε − ε�
(7)
Critical strain γ* is determined in the same figure at the point in which the curve is turned inversely (dilatancy of
the material is observed). Elastic strain passes into plastic strain in the P* point. Sample crushing transitional
point is expressed as P0.
Dependency graph τ(γ) is processed likewise: shear modulus is determined by a straight-line portion selection;
elastic strain interval is highlighted in order to calculate intensity of plastic shear deformation:

 p   

e

(8)

Elastic strain passes into plastic strain in the τ*. Sample crushing transitional point is expressed as τ0.
It is apparent from the equation of limiting surface, that to construct this surface it is necessary to have at least
two points of measurements under two different confining pressures (preferable to have the last point of
measurement corresponding to the uniaxial strain condition when σ*=σt/3 that may be determined in
correspondence with recommended guideline/ requirements/ certificate of rock strength design methods).
Cohesion and angle of internal friction is calculated by substituting elastic P* and τ*, and strength P0 and τ0
limits into the system of equations for the limiting surfaces.
Dilatancy coefficient is defined by the experimental data as a ratio of increment of shear plastic deformation Δεp
to the increment of volumetric plastic deformation Δγp is:
���

Hardening coefficient is equal to

Λ = ���.

(9)

hY* Y0 .

(10)

Dependency graph P(τ) may be constructed using the known parameters with the obtained limiting surfaces
and plastic potential [5].
IV. OBTAINED RESULTS AND EXPECTATIONS
On the basis of work [7], the numerical calculations on granite samples multistage loading were completed.
The test was done under triaxial loading conditions where confining pressure value was equal to 50 and 200
MPa. The sample was gradually loaded, at each stage of loading the value of deformation was fixed. Granite
unloading process proceeded in a similar manner. The calculation of the elastic moduli was carried out
according to the above mentioned algorithm. Initial and finite limiting surfaces were constructed after the postyield initial point and maximum stress values determination.
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Then cohesion and internal friction coefficient was defined. Sample loading numerical calculations was
performed using the obtained parameters, which was then compared with the experiment results (Fig. 3). The
model parameters on loading stage were varied within certain limits to obtain the best approximation to the
experimental data.

Fig. 2. Model initialization algorithm scheme. E, K, G, ν, P*, τ*, P0 and τ0 are data from the graphs. Other parameters are
computational data

In obtaining good correspondence between the loading diagrams for one set of parameters, there was some
discrepancy for other parameters.

Fig. 3. Stress-strain dependency diagrams: a) hydrostatic pressure versus volumetric strain; b) axial stress versus axial strain; c) shear
stress intensity versus plastic shear deformation; d) shear stress intensity versus axial strain. The «1» curves corresponds to experiment
results, the «2» corresponds to simulated results
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The discrepancy between the results of calculations and the experimental data is due to deformation conditions
difference (loading paths of cylindrical samples in the experiment and under plane deformation conditions is
differ) [8].
However, a set of parameters with positive similarities in loading curves behavior were obtained.
On the unloading stage, the sample retains macroscopic continuity. However, it is obvious that it has already
undergone irreversible deformations, because of voids closure (branches of microcracks) formed during
loading process after stresses relaxation. Such a phenomenon is possible within the framework of a quasilinear
unloading section in the stress-strain diagram (Fig. 1). The compatibility of such section can aid the
deformation processes localization and destruction development or deceleration. The quasilinear initial
unloading section may be described using the maximum values of shear stress and volumetric strain.
V. CONCLUSIONS
It is necessary to take into account the difference in the research of model and real objects conditions as well
as loading paths. Loading diagrams, resulting from two-dimensional modeling, have a behavior similar to the
experimental one; differences occur due to the loading conditions.
Two-dimensional model verification requires the formulation of appropriate experiments. Setting of
corresponding experiments is necessary for the two-dimensional model verification.
The nonlinearities observed at the initial sections of loading and unloading graphs can play an important role in
the rock stress-strain state evaluation and it’s geological structure study.
Expanded description of processes occurring in rock under multistage loading requires a proper model
development and verification.
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Loadability Limit in Power System with
Reactive Power Feasibility Constraints
Mazhar Ali
Abstract - Stable and secure operation of power systems requires identification of solutions that are at the
feasibility boundary with additional technical and loadability constraints. This paper considers Power Flow
equations extended by a system of algebraic equations which describe the inequality constraints imposing
reactive power capability limits on voltage controlled buses (PV). The methodology presented in this paper allows
to find a feasible solution with proper accounting for the reactive power capability limits and identification of
switches from the PV to load buses (PQ), once the limit is reached. The presented approach is based on enforcing
the transversality condition (i.e. degeneracy of power flow Jacobian) as an additional equation in order to find a
solution sitting at the boundary for faster computations in comparison to the continuation based algorithms. The
algorithm is validated by the analysis of several IEEE test networks.
Index Terms - Newton-Raphson, Reactive power capability, Slack variables, Voltage stability.

I. Introduction
The gradual rise of the electric demand in the last couple of decades and rapid penetration of renewable generation
made the power system operation highly vulnerable to all kinds of instabilities. Economic and environmental
concerns, which have constrained the construction of additional system infrastructure, were also the contributing
factors [1], [2]. The instability of power systems resulted in large scale voltage collapse and blackouts, as observed
in the USA, Europe and Asia during the 1970’s and 80’s. [1], [3]. Voltage instability has been regarded as one of the
most important areas of research in the power system community. A power system becomes more vulnerable to
voltage collapse when it reaches the limit on reactive power generation [2] or other technological constraints, such
as voltage magnitude constraint on load buses, current and power transfer limits, etc. When the system reaches the
reactive power capability limit, the equations describing the system should undergo a sudden change from describing
the generation buses to describing the load buses. In [2] the change of equations, when the reactive power limit is
reached was defined by the constant excitation current equation instead of the constant voltage magnitude equation.
Such quick change in the system model might cause a discontinuous change in the system stability [2], while there
are some examples when the system remains stable even when the generation limit is encountered [4], [5]. The
robust operation of the power system requires identification of the solution that sits at the feasibility boundary, as the
system might behave undesirably near there [6]. Feasibility boundary consists of solutions that bound the operating
point within the stability limit of loadability and technical operating constraints. Several numerical methods have
been introduced that find the points on such boundary. Typically, the main objective is to find a feasible solution of
the power system, when it is subjected to loadability and technological constraints such as the voltage magnitude
constraints on load buses and reactive power capability limit on voltage controlled buses. The method discussed in
our work is based on extension of the Transversality Enforced Newton Raphson (TENR) algorithm [7], that provides
a means of fast computation of the boundary points as compared to the continuation Newton Raphson algorithm.
TENR algorithm extends the system of equations (i.e. power flows and technological constraints) with an additional
constraint that enforces the power flow Jacobian to degenerate on the feasibility boundary. At the same time, the
technological inequality constraints are converted into equality equations with the help of a slack variable approach.
The resulting system of equations remains regular even at the loadability limits and can be easily solved via regular
Newton Raphson techniques. The key contribution of this work lies in the extension of the originally introduced TENR
technique with additional equations that provide a means of modeling the real generator switching from PV to PQ
buses. Section II describes the abstract notation for the system of equations to be solved, section III gives an overview
of the TENR algorithm used to solve the system given by (1). Details about power flows and feasibility constraints
are discussed in section IV, section V and VI covers the details of implementation and numerical experiments for
different IEEE test cases. The conclusion is provided in section VII.
M. Ali is with the Center of Energy Systems, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, and working with Prof. K. Turitsyn from MIT,
Department of Mechanical Engineering. e-mail: mazhar.ali@skolkovotech.ru
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II. Mathematical formulation
The set of equations describing the power flows and feasibility constraints can be expressed in the following standard
way:
					
Here
Here is the vector consisting of system variables,
is the system of nonlinear equations
representing both the power flows and the feasibility constraints as described in the subsequent section. Here is
considered as load parameter for a problem of finding the critical load parameter
that describes the range of
loading levels for which the solution of (1) exists if:
. Formally, the load level is defined as follows:
corresponds to the base case solution, while
relates to critical load condition.
The solution corresponding to the boundary of feasible solutions (i.e. for
) must satisfy (1) and an additional
equation that defines the singularity of the power flow Jacobain [6].
					
is the gradient of (1) with respect to . Standard Newton-Raphson iterations can be used to solve (1)
Here
and (2) simultaneously. The overview is presented in the next section.

III. An overview of TENR algorithm
As approches to
the standard Newton iterations fail to converge as the Jacobain becomes singular. Here
the system is extended to enforce the degeneracy of Jacobain along with (1). Such condition, is referred to as
«Transversality» condition, standard Newton iteration can be used to solve such equations without convergence or
numerical stability issues [8]. The Newton-Raphson algorithm is therefore referred to as Transversality Enforced
Newton Raphson (TENR) algorithm here. The following compact notation describes the extended system of equations:

Here
is referred as transversality condition, which describes the Jacobian degeneracy. The most natural and
obvious choice for
is based on determinant, but such choice is sensitive to perturbation and not scalable for
large test cases [8]. There are several possible choices for
other than determinant, which are either vector
or scalar transversality choices as descibed in [6], [7], [8], [9]. Here a scalar condition is used based on
decomposition. For
decomposition
with matrix is an orthogonal matrix composed of n orthonormal
vectors
. is an uppertriangular matrix. The
decomposition is simply a matrix representation of
is close to being singular, the
the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure. Whenever the Jacobian matrix
lower right element
of the matrix is close to zero. So the direction is almost aligned with the normal to the
solvability boundary. The transversality choice
remains well conditioned and can be scalable for large test
networks comparing to other choices, as discussed in [7]. Also the gradient can be easily be defined for
.

IV. Power flows and feasibility constraints
This section describes the system of equations used to define (1), i.e. nonlinear power flow model and equations for
feasibility constraints.
A. Power flow equations: In the first implementation of the algorithm, the system of power flow equations is presented
in a rectangular coordinates. This allows neglecting higher order terms in Taylor series as the equations appear
in the quadratic form [10]. For the rectangular formulation, the voltage phasor at each bus is represented using
rectangular coordinates:
. The rectangular formulation of power flow equations is given below with
a slight modification in order to include loadability parameter :
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Here

gives the complex admittance between buses and .

B. Feasibility Constraints: The are several technical constraints in the operation of the power system like voltage
magnitude constraints on PQ (load) buses, current and power transfer limits through lines and reactive power capability
limits on PV (generators) buses etc. Thus, finding a solution on the boundary corresponding to loadability and technical
constraints is computationally challenging, as the stability of the algorithm can be compromised due to the topology of the
solution space near the boundary. Here, we consider only two technical constraints as explained below.
A. Voltage magnitude constraints: Here we give an overview of technical constraints on the voltage magnitude for the PQ
buses, such that the solution can be obtained easily with TENR algorithm [7]. The inequality is the following:

Here
defines the voltage magnitude level at PQ buses. In order to have a solvable solution to
(6), slack variables were introduced to convert the inequality into two different equality equations corresponding to
and

Here
and
presents the maximum and minimum voltage magnitude limits on the PQ buses, while and
denote the slack variables corresponding to such limits. There exists a real solution for slack variables in (7) if the solution
exits, and vice-versa, a solution does not exist if the limits are violated. The next section covers the details about introducing
the feasibility constraints on reactive power generation.

B. Reactive power capability constraints: It’s one of the important feasibility constraint, as the system becomes more
vulnerable to collapse when the reactive power limit is reached requiring changes of system equations [2]. In order to have
a solvable solution for the inequality constraints on reactive power limits of generators, this constraint is defined using
thesame slack variable technique as in the previous section with some additional equation and variables for switching
the bus from PV to PQ, once the limit is violated. Let’s first consider the reactive power generation level at a PV buses in
a bussystem:

The inequality can be presented as follows:

describe minimum and maximum limit of the reactive power generation respectively.
Here
and
The inequality in (10) can be converted into equality as presented below, by introducing the slack variables and , such
that the slack variables remains real if the solution exist and viceversa when the solution doesn’t exist.
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In order to address the switching of the bus from PV to PQ, once the (10) is violated, an additional slack variable was
introduced for the equation that describes the constant voltage magnitude of PV buses, in the following way:

such that:			
The following scenarios can be considered:
Case 1: If only
in (13) then it means reactive generation constraints (11) hold and and will have real
solutions and the bus remains PV.
Case 2: If only
in (13) then it means
reaches
and the system changes its state from PV
to PQ.
Case 3: If only
in (13) then it means
reaches
and the system changes its state from PV
to PQ.
Case 4: When
and also either or will be equal to zero in (13), it means
might have reached the
or
but didn’t violate this limits, thus the bus will remain PV. But, in order to consider the
practical scenario the right hand side in (13) is considered to be equal to rather than equal to
zero.

Here is chosen to be
, the reason for that is to allow some flexibility for enforcing condition (13) from the real
case. It is possible to use additional constraints like current or power transfer limits on the lines. In our numerical
experiments, the analysis was restricted to only voltage magnitude constraints on PQ buses and reactive power
capability limits on PV buses to keep the analysis and implementation simple.
Here (1) describes the system of equations consisting of (4), (5), (7) for every PQ bus and (4), (11), (12) and (14) for
every PV bus in the system. The variables in are as follows:
,
and for every PQ bus and
and for every PV bus in the system.

V. Implementation
For all the test cases, the method was initiated with a flat start. A Matlab script was developed for the TENR algorithm
for computing solutions corresponding to feasibility boundary. There are many possible choices for the assessment
of the stability of the system. Here a universal stability index was defined based on singular value decomposition
, for
with orthogonal matrices and and diagonal matrix . Once the becomes singular, the
minimum singular value i.e.
becomes equal to zero, it is a natural and more stable measure of stability. We
define a relative measure of
with the following expression:

Here defines the Newton iterations. The Index varies from

VI. Numerical experiments
In this section, IEEE 14 and 30-bus [11] test cases were considered for finding solutions corresponding to the
feasibility boundary and solved with both feasibility constraints from section IV-B. These experiments were used for
the assessment of performance, robustness and numerical instabilities encountered during the computations.
A. The 14-bus IEEE test case: Several loading scenarios were considered, one of the cases is the following: both
active and reactive loads were increased at each bus in the system proportional to the base case and also the
active generation was increased proportionally in order to compensate the growth in load. The system was also
subjected to voltage magnitude constraints on PQ buses with
to the nominal value and reactive power limits of
generation as well. The solution was obtained with
. Figure.1 shows the trajectory of the stability index
with respect to Newton iteration, the algorithm was stable and the solution was obtained with an adequate number
of iterations. It was observed that the generators 2, 3 and 6 violated the reactive power limit to the maximum reactive
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power generation, this is most likely because these generators were proving reactive power support for maintaining
voltage magnitudes at PQ buses within
bound. Due to violation to the maximum reactive limit, the state of
these generators was changed from PV to PQ, and resulted in the higher voltage magnitude values. Only generator
8 remained in the limit of reactive power constraint.

Fig. 1. Trajectory of stability index for IEEE 14-bus test case
Table I. Summary of results for IEEE 14-bus cases

Table shows the details of the result for this 14-bus case, here
denotes voltage magnitude for generator buses
with
and
describes voltage magnitude for generator buses with
, while , and are the slack
variables from reactive power limits constraints.
B. The 30-bus IEEE test case: The 30-bus test case, different loading scenarios were also considered. The first
case both active and reactive loads and active generations were increased proportionally to the base case, and the
feasibility constraints were kept the same as in the previous section. It was observed that the system reached the
loadability limit with
. It was noticed that generators 2, 5 and 8 remained within the limits, that is
why
and thus the state was unchanged. The generator 11 converged to the minimum on reactive
generation, thus the value of the voltage magnitude was dropped at bus 11 as the state of this generator was
switched to PQ. While the state of generator 13 was also changed to PQ, as it converged to the maximum on reactive
power generation and voltage was increased from the base value. The trajectory of the stability index with respect to
Newton iteration is monotonic in Fig.2. Table shows the result for this 30-bus case.

Fig. 2. Trajectory of stability index for IEEE 30-bus test case
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Table II. Summary of results for IEEE 30-bus cases

VII. Conclusion

The algorithm provides a stable, fast and reliable way to compute solutions corresponding to the boundary of feasibility
with to additional constraints. The implementation and initialization is rather easy and straightforward comparing
to some other algorithms. The introduction of reactive power capability constraints presented here allows to find
a solution and also to simulate all possible scenarios when the system remains within certain limits or when the
limits are violated. Future plans include introducing additional technical constraints and developing an algorithm for
exploring the boundary of feasibility.
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Physical modeling of ZnO Nanowire
Field-Effect Transistors
A.G. Askarova*, K. Kalna,

Abstract - Zinc oxide (ZnO), a metal-oxide semiconductor-like compound, is studied in this work starting
with an introductory survey of its properties, main growth methods with a focus on nanowires, and the
definition of the term ZnO based field-effect transistors. The top-down manufacturing approach, which uses
the remote plasma atomic layer deposition on SiO2 step defining layers, is considered. This top-down
manufacturing approach is able to produce strongly reproducible high-quality ZnO nanowire field-effect
transistors. The nanowires investigated in this work have channel lengths of 1.3 and 10 µm. The physical
modeling is carried out within Silvaco 3D ATLAS toolbox in order to i) accurately reproduce real device
geometry and to ii) obtain their ID-VG and ID-VD characteristics. A back gate approach is used to control device
channel and access VT (a threshold voltage) in these devices revealing close match when no interface
charge is included. Finally, the simulated ID-VG characteristics at low drain biases of 0.1 V and 1 V with the
results measured in experiments are compared. I was found, that ZnO nanowire field-effect transistors
suffer from relatively large external source/drain resistance because the simulated drain current has to be
lowered by two orders of magnitude to agree with the experimentally measured current.
Index Terms - Field-effect transistor, nanowire, threshold voltage
I. NOMENCLATURE
ZnO
FET
ALD
VT
LED
OIPT
RF
ID
VD
VG

Zinc Oxide
Field-effect transistor
Atomic Layer Deposition
Threshold voltage
Light Emitting Diode
Oxford Instruments Plasma Technology
Radio Frequency
Drain current
Drain voltage
Gate voltage
II. INTRODUCTION

Zinc Oxide (ZnO) is a metal-oxide semiconductor compound which inherits material properties making it very
perspective for future applications in power electronics, display technology, and consumer electronics for
digital logic elements. It has a substantial advantage against other alternative metal-oxide semiconductors
because of its low cost and wide availability [1]. ZnO has been used for more than a century, originally as a
pigment in paints, as well as for rubber, glass, porcelain, enamels, and pharmaceuticals. Due to lack of control
over its electrical conductivity, the use of ZnO as a semiconductor in electronic devices has been hampered [2].
Recently, ZnO is increasingly researched for various microelectronic applications, such as photodetectors,
This work was a part of the MSc thesis of Aysylu Askarova at Swansea University
A. G. Askarova is with the Center of Hydrocarbon Recovery, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Skolkovo Innovation Center,
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solar cells, and light emitting diodes (LEDs) [3]. ZnO has three key advantages. Firstly, it is a semiconductor
with a direct wide band gap of 3.37 eV and a large excitation binding energy (60 meV) [1]. ZnO is a functional
oxide that exhibits near-ultraviolet emission and has transparent conductivity. Secondly, because of its noncentral symmetry of the crystal, ZnO has strong piezoelectric properties, which is a key to building
electromechanically coupled sensors and transducers [2]. Finally, ZnO is bio-safe and biocompatible and has
potential for use in biomedical applications without coating. These three characteristics make ZnO unique, such
that this material can be one of the most important semiconductor nanomaterial in future research and
applications.
Nanowires with a high aspect ratio and a diameter less than 100 nm have demonstrated many remarkable
characteristics. These structures are well suited for constructing nanoscale devices (electronic, piezoelectronic, optoelectronic and magneto-electronic), which leads to high-density circuit integration. Naturally,
high-density circuit integration is capable of delivering a great performance required for future electronic
applications.
Field effect transistor (FET) is an electronic device based on a semiconductor channel, which is capable of
operating as a switch or an amplifier. It uses an electric field to control the shape and hence the conductivity of
its channel [4]. It is possible to extract important FET parameters from the measured current-voltage
characteristics. These parameters are transconductance, field-effect mobility, subthreshold swing, on/off
current ratio, threshold voltage, and hysteresis.
Another important point is the development of reproducible synthesis methods that produce high-quality
samples with a purpose to utilize ZnO nanowires for nanoelectronic devices. The material's crystal structure
and their physical properties are driven by the methods of nanowire synthesis [5]. The conventional atomic layer
deposition (ALD) used within this research has advantages such as lower growth temperature and good control
of thickness, composition, and uniformity; this method has shown excellent electrical characteristics [6]. It is
important to make use all of the unique advantages of ZnO nanowire FET’s such as high electron mobility, high
thermal conductivity, wide and direct band gap, and large exciton binding energy of ZnO; the ability to grow
heterostructures and achieve vertical alignment of high quality crystals of FET nanowires; low growth
temperature, and good control of thickness of remote plasma ALD. The aim of this research is to conduct the
physical modelling of the ZnO FET while combining all three advantages described above and to compare
simulation results with experimental data, and evaluate the reproducibility of the ID-VD and ID-VG characteristics.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this work, the paper of S. M. Sultan, K. Sun, et al. dedicated to the electrical characteristics of top-down ZnO
nanowire transistors and experimental data from H. M. H. Chong (Southampton University) were used [6]. Both
sources provide explanation of how the whole ZnO nanowire FET was grown on the top of a p-type Si substrate.
The p-type Si substrate also acted as the transistor back gate. Figure 1 (a) shows that this back gate is first
isolated by thermally growing a layer of SiO2 with a thickness of 200 nm. To achieve effective gate operation, the
dielectric needs to be as thin as possible. The SiO2 layer was etched (anisotropically reactive ion etching) to
form 100 nm pillars with step sides as shown in Figure 1 (b). After this, a 35-nm layer of ZnO was deposited at
1500 oC using remote plasma ALD in an Oxford Instruments Plasma Technology (OIPT) FlexAl. The following
parameters were applied: diethyl zinc was used as the precursor, radio frequency (RF) power of 100 W,
pressure of 57.5 mTorr, and O2 flow of 60 sccm. In comparison with water-based oxidation, this method reduces
OH impurities, and respectively increases the film resistivity [7]. In order to form ZnO nanowires on the sides of
the SiO2 pillars, an anisotropic reactive ion CHF3 etch in an OIPT 80+ system was used. The nanowire width is 40
nm and height 80 nm which is determined by the height of the SiO2 pillar and the amount of over-etch of ZnO
layer. Figure 1 (c) shows an optical image of the completed ZnO nanowire FET [8].
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic illustration of ZnO deposition over a SiO2 pillar; b) Schematic illustration of ZnO nanowires after etch; c) Optical image
of fabricated ZnO nanowire FET; d) SEM cross section of ZnO nanowire formed at the side of a SiO2 pillar [6].

As seen from SEM image in Figure 1 (d), ZnO layer is approximately 20% thicker on the pillar sidewall than on
the planar surfaces, which accounts for this discrepancy [6]. It is essential that the electrical contacts
themselves do not perturb the measurement. Hence, the metal-semiconductor contact must be Ohmic, i.e., the
current drawn is linearly proportional to the applied voltage. Aluminum source and drain electrodes were
deposited by means of e-beam evaporation and patterned by lift-off. In order to improve the Ohmic contact, the
Al contacts were annealed at 350o °C for 2 min [6]. Next step is to reproduce the structure of the described
device and obtain ID-VG and ID-VD characteristics, which can reproduce the experimental data.
IV. SIMULATION
In this work, Silvaco’s commercial software tool ATLAS was employed [9]. It is one of the most common
simulation software tools used in the semiconductor industry. ATLAS is a physically based simulation tool
which is designed to provide simulation and modeling of the carrier transport in semiconductor devices for
electronics and optoelectronics. The ATLAS simulation tool itself contains many different physical models,
which can be selected to perform the practical simulations connected with the unified mesh generation and
overall syntax.
Initially, the behavior of this device without Si substrate was considered. Naturally, without acting gate, ID-VG
characteristic looked like a straight line and we were able to access channel resistance. In order to control the
characteristics, the Si substrate was added to the structure and the thickness of SiO2 was significantly reduced.
The thickness of the source and the drain was increased and heavily doped. ZnO nanowire FET with thick Si
substrate of 200 nm behaves like a resistor and with thin Si substrate gate starts to control the channel
transport. Thus, the good ID-VD characteristics were obtained with behavior similar to experimental data. By
changing the thickness of Si substrate, doping, and other material parameters, the desired characteristics
could be derived. With the aim to obtain characteristics close to experimental data, the Si substrate with a
thickness of 5.5 µm is considered [6]. Once the mesh, geometry and doping profiles are defined, characteristics
of the electron transport model can be modified, the default material parameters can be changed, and physical
models, which will be used in device simulations, can be defined.
From the conduction and valence band profiles it is possible to obtain the band gap energies of materials used
in this device, so for ZnO, EG=3.4 eV; for SiO2, EG =9.1 eV; and for Si EG=1.1 eV, which is corresponds to the
theory. The results show that the potential is affected by the high gate voltage; the channel is wider and allows
more current to flow. At VG=0V, the electron concentration in Si substrate is higher near to the SiO2 (insulator).
At VG= 5V, the hole concentration in Si substrate is higher near to the SiO2. ZnO nanowire FET simulation was
applied to find the characteristic of the 1.3 µm and 10 µm channel lengths.
During the simulations, the main problem was convergence. Almost all convergence problems in ATLAS are
caused by poor initial guess for the solution. During a bias ramp, the initial guess for any bias point was
provided by a projection of the two previous results. Problems tend to appear near the beginning of the ramp
where two previous results are not available. It is found that for the first and second non-zero bias solutions it
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is difficult to obtain a good convergence. Once these two solutions are obtained, the projection algorithm for the
initial guess is available, and solutions should all have a good initial guess.
With an aim to avoid convergence problem, step sizes in an applied bias (VG or VD) need to be very small, but it
does not always help. It was decided to use newton method only, because the simulation could not run with a
combination of gummel and newton methods [9].
It is an interesting fact that the order is very important in a solution of specification group. Original attempt was
made to simulate from -40 to +40 V as a single run because experimental data were given in this order.
However, simulation could run only with two separate runs from 0 to +40 and from 0 to -40. The same
simulations were run with 10 µm channel length, but because of the massive structure, a vast amount of mesh
points and, correspondingly, a great number of equations simulations were taking a long time. To prevent this,
only half of the structure of ZnO FET with channel length 10 µm was considered. To receive correct data, the
results should be multiplied by 2, because a pair of ZnO nanowires (having mirrored geometries) is measured in
the experiment.
V. THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results can be formally divided into 3 groups: 1) ID-VG characteristics for 2 different thicknesses (1.3 µm and
10 µm) with different mobility (µ=10; 1;0,1 cm2/Vs) and with different VD (1;5;20 V), 2) ID-VD family curves
(experiment and simulations) for 2 different channel lengths (1.3 µm and 10 µm) and comparison between
experimental and simulation data for VG=10V; 3) dependence of ID - VD from the structure thickness.
A. ID-VG characteristics
Initial comparison of the experimental and simulation data for a 1.3 µm channel length ZnO nanowire FET did
not demonstrate a good match. By decreasing the value of the mobility, the curves become closer to the
experimental result. All these curves are obtained at a drain bias of VD=1V. The main point is to achieve a close
match of the threshold voltage measured in the experiment. There is a number of important effects that must
be considered in evaluating the threshold voltage. First, the charges both within the oxide and at the oxidesemiconductor interface. Second, some mobile ions within the SiO2, which can be reduced by annealing the
device. Third, a significant number of fixed positive charges in the oxide region close to the interface. Last, but
not least, a voltage difference, even in the absence of an applied voltage [11].
The obtained threshold voltage for simulation data with µ = 10 cm2/Vs VT is 0 V, for µ =1 cm2/Vs VT is 0 V, for
µ =0.1 cm2/Vs VT is 4 V and for experimental data VT= 0 V approximately [6]. From this, it can be seen that
curves for simulation data with a mobility of 0.1 cm2/Vs and 1 cm2/Vs are closer to experimental data, so the
mobility of the channel lies between these 2 values. The curve for the µ= 0.1 cm2/Vs is closer to the experiment,
but the value of Vtr for curve with µ= 1 cm2/Vs and experimental data is matched. It can be concluded, that the
value of the mobility of the charge carriers in the semiconductor can be taken as 1 cm2/Vs. Figure 2 shows the
comparison of simulation and experiments [6] at VD=0.1 V channel length 10 µm.
For simulation data ID is multiplied by 2, since only half of the structure was considered during the simulation,
and also the simulation curve (pink curve) is shifted down by multiplying ID by 10-2 (red curve). It caused by the
presence of large external contact resistance in these newly developed ZnO nanowires. In order to obtain good
FET characteristics, it is important to minimize the influence of the source and drain contact resistance on the
overall device resistance. The aluminum is used for drain and source electrodes. For example, the doping of the
argon – plasma treatment can reduce the contact resistance between Al and ZnO and improve the electrical
performance of the FETs [11]. Since the contact material has finite resistivity, the electrostatic potential is not
always uniform along the metal-semiconductor surface. In order to avoid this problem, a distributed contact
resistance can be associated with any electrode.
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Fig. 2. ID-VG characteristics at a drain voltage of 0.1 V of the ZnO Nanowire FET with a 10 µm channel length comparing simulations
assuming electron mobility of 10 cm2/Vs with experimental data [6].

In addition, simulations with one carrier for the 1.3 channel length were made for different electron mobilities
0.1 cm2/Vs, 1 cm2/Vs and 10 cm2/Vs. As can be seen from Figure 3, threshold voltage for a simulation with µ =
10 cm2/Vs VT is -0.5 V, for µ =1 cm2/Vs VT is 0.4 V, and for experimental data [6], VT = 1.0 V, approximately.
Note that for two carriers the drain current is larger, and VT is higher as well. Due to convergence problem IDVG, characteristics of the ZnO nanowire with different drain biases (VD=1 V, 5 V, and 20 V) were obtained only for
1.3 µm channel simulations assuming electron mobility of 10 cm2/Vs. Figure 4 demonstrates the ID-VD
characteristics for different electron mobilities at drain voltage of 1.0 V of the ZnO Nanowire FET with a 1.3 µm
channel length.

Fig. 3. ID-VG characteristics of the ZnO Nanowire FET with a 1.3 µm channel length comparing simulations assuming electron mobility of 10
cm2/Vs at different drain voltages (VD=1; 5; 20 V) [6].

Fig. 4. ID-VG characteristics at a drain voltage of 1.0 V of the ZnO Nanowire FET with a 1.3 µm channel length for one carrier comparing
simulations assuming electron mobility of 0.1 cm2/Vs, 1 cm2/Vs, 10 cm2/Vs with experimental data [6].
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Figure 3 demonstrate that with the higher drain bias, curves saturate faster at lower gate voltages. With
increasing VD the convergence, problems become negligible as it seen in ID-VG characteristics at VD=5 V and
VD=20 V. Figure 4, shows, that threshold voltage for a simulation with µ = 10 cm2/Vs VT is -0.5 V, for µ =1 cm2/Vs
VT is 0.4 V, and for experimental data [6], VT = 1.0 V, approximately.
B. ID-VD family curves
In order to compare with experimental data, ID-VD characteristics for two different channel lengths (1.3 µm and
10 µm) assuming electron mobility of 10 cm2/Vs also were obtained. Figure 5 and 6 shows simulation of ID-VD
characteristics of the ZnO Nanowire FET with a 1.3 µm and 10 µm channel length respectively at different gate
bias (VG= 0V, 1 V, 2 V, 4V, 10 V). Figure 7 represents the comparison between simulation data and experiments
[6]. As an example, gate bias of 10 V was used and mobility is assumed to be 10 cm2/Vs. There is some problem
with saturation that can be solved by reducing the value of the mobility from 10 to 1 cm2/Vs. Then, the drain
current obtained from the simulations of 10 µm channel length ZnO was multiplied by 0.01 to account for large
external resistances present in the source and drain of the ZnO nanowire FETs. The results show that
experimental and simulation data are not matching very well, but the shape of I-V characteristics is similar,
indicating that the lower current in the experiment is due to a large impact of external contact resistance.

Fig. 5. Simulation ID-VD characteristics of the ZnO Nanowire FET at indicated gate voltages with a 1.3 µm channel length assuming an
electron mobility of 10 cm2/Vs.

Fig. 6. Simulation ID-VD characteristics of the ZnO Nanowire FET at indicated gate voltages with a 10 µm channel length assuming an
electron mobility of 10 cm2/Vs.
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Fig. 7. ID-VG characteristics of the ZnO Nanowire FET with a 10 µm channel length comparing simulations assuming electron mobility of 10
cm2/Vs and 1 cm2/Vs, with experimental data at gate bias VG=10V [6].

By reducing the value of the mobility from 10 cm2/Vs to 1 cm2/Vs, the drain current is decreased with a closer
agreement with experimental data. There is a better saturation regime for mobility 1 cm2/Vs.
C. Dependence of ID - VD from the structure thickness
We have investigated how the thickness of the Si substrate is affecting the ID-VG characteristics of the ZnO
Nanowire FET. We have discovered that the ON-current remains the same with the change of the Si substrate
thickness. However, it can be seen from the log scale that OFF current, that the current which leaks through
the device in the sub-threshold region, decreases when the thickness of a Si substrate reduces to 100 nm and
increases with an increase of substrate thickness. It means that structure with the 100 nm thick Si substrate
has a better gate control resulting in a significantly less leakage current in the region of -10 to 0 V.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The modeling of ZnO nanowire FETs in this work has been performed in order to reproduce the I-V
characteristics of semiconductor devices by the using the Silvaco ATLAS software. The simulations launched
with the creation of the structure of a ZnO nanowire FET, and then by using and changing input file, the desired
ID-VG and ID-VD characteristics were obtained. The simulations were run for two different channel lengths
selected from available experimental data (1.3 µm, 10 µm). The comparison between simulations and
experimental data illustrated in the plots of the I-V characteristics and the results were satisfactory.
Preliminary results are presented her do not address two important effects in simulations of the ZnO nanowire
FETs. ID-VG and ID-VD characteristics have similar behavior as experimental data. When the mobility is
decreased to 1.0 cm2/Vs, the ID-VG characteristics become closer to experiments. In experiments [6] reported
value of the mobility was 1.0 cm2/Vs. The threshold voltages close to the experimental VT for all channel lengths
were obtained. Note that surface charge [11] was not taken into account in the simulations. Furthermore, we
have found from the simulations of ID-VG characteristics, that the change of ON-current is negligible for
different thickness (100 nm, 500 nm, 1500 nm, 4500 nm, 5500 nm) of the Si substrate (which serves as a back
gate of the nanowire transistor). However, the OFF current reduces significantly from 10-16 A to 10-41 A when the
thickness of the Si substrate is reduced from 5500 nm to 100 nm. This can be seen in Figure 7, which visualizes
the OFF current on a logarithmic scale.
It was found that for the 10-µm channel length, there is a presence of a large external contact resistance. As
was mentioned the ID-VG graphs for simulation data with a channel length of 10 µm at drain bias VD=0.1 V and IDVD (a channel length of 10 µm), characteristics were shifted by two orders of magnitude with the aim to match
with experimental data. We assume that, at low drain biases, these problems may also occur. When using the
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experimentally measured value of the mobility (1.0 cm2/Vs) in simulations and comparing with measured
characteristics, we see that the external contact resistance is still relatively large, in orders of MΩ/cm2.
Threshold voltages for different channel length at different drain voltages, agree well with experimental
measurements when the correct thickness of the substrate and the correct value of the mobility 1.0 cm2/Vs are
considered. Note that this close agreement has been achieved despite the fact that we have not included
surface charge (observed experimentally [10]) into simulations.
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The Influence of External Factors on the
Dynamics of a Lipid Molecule in the
Computer Modeling
Lyudmila Khakimova*, Pavel Buslaev, Ivan Gushchin, Artem Myasnikov 1

Abstract - Modeling of biological membranes by the method of Molecular Dynamics is a convenient
approach for determining both the properties of membranes themselves and the macroscopic
characteristics of biological systems (their structure, thermodynamics, and kinetics). For greater reliability
of simulation results, it is necessary that the statistical and dynamic parameters of the system correspond
to the experimentally obtained data. But such a correspondence does not guarantee accuracy in evaluating
the properties of individual lipid molecules in the membrane, so these parameters are averaged throughout
the system. In this work, it is shown how the method of Principal Component Analysis allowed providing a
robust analysis of the conformational dynamics of the lipid molecule, selecting the most significant
movements of lipids and ranking them according to the contribution to the conformational changes. With the
help of the before mentioned method, it was possible to study the conformational dynamics of an individual
lipid in a bilayer under different external factors of the system. For this purpose, several homogeneous and
heterogeneous membrane complexes were collected and parametrized in the CHARMM family force fields.
The effect of temperature and composition was determined.
Index Terms - Molecular Dynamics, Principle Component Analysis, lipid bilayer, dynamics of lipid molecule.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cell membrane consists of various types of lipids forming a bilayer, as well as membrane proteins. The
functioning of membrane proteins and complexes directly affect the state of the entire organism. The lipid
environment was shown to influence the operation of membrane proteins and complexes [1]. Therefore, the
study of the behavior of lipids in cell membranes is of interest.
Existing experimental methods of studying membranes do not allow one to observe the behavior of an individual
lipid, which participates in the formation of a lipid environment for a membrane protein. Moreover, Molecular
Dynamic (MD) [2] simulations only do not guarantee accuracy in evaluating the properties of an individual
molecule either, since these parameters are average throughout the system. However, further analysis of
simulation results based on the method of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [3] allows us to select the most
significant lipid movements and rank them according to the contribution to conformational changes and to
analyze the dynamic properties of a single molecule [4].
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The purpose of this work is to improve the method of analyzing the conformational dynamics of a lipid
molecule, as well as apply this method to real systems of lipid bilayers (determining the relationship between
lipid conformation and macroscopic parameters of the system). To achieve this goal, we provided the following
steps:
1) Homogeneous and heterogeneous bilayers were prepared;
2) A simulation of ~ 1000 ns was performed;
3) A method of determining the orientation of the lipid in relation to the normal to bilayer was developed;
4) The effect of temperature and cholesterol in the membrane on lipid dynamics was studied.

II. METHODS
A. Lipids
The fundamental elements forming the biological membrane are amphiphilic phospholipids. Due to the
combination of the polar and non-polar regions, the lipid acts as amphiphilic one, which is the reason for its
self-organization into ordered structures in the aquatic environment. For the study of lipid bilayers,
Dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) is often used as a model lipid (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. (a) A screenshot of lipid molecule from the simulation; (b) Structure of DOPC molecule.

Alongside phospholipids, there are sterols in the biological membrane that play a significant role in the
functioning of membranes. An essential sterol being contained in the membranes of mammals is cholesterol.
The molecule of cholesterol provokes the alignment and ordering of the nearby molecules of phospholipids,
thereby causing condensation of the membrane, increasing its thickness and decreasing the area [5].
In this paper, we used homogeneous and heterogeneous membrane systems. Homogeneous bilayers contained
only one type of lipid - DOPC, and heterogeneous ones were bilayers of DOPC with different concentrations of
cholesterol.
Homogeneous bilayer consisted of 72 molecules of DOPC under CHARMM27 force field [6] (Figure 2). This
system was initially balanced since it represented the last frames of the 100-ns trajectory obtained by Sue's
group [7].
For studying the effect of cholesterol in the membrane on the dynamics of DOPC molecules, three membrane
systems with 0, 20 and 40% concentration of cholesterol were collected (Figure 2). Each of these systems was
compiled with the help of the Charmm-gui constructor and contained 128 lipids.
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Fig. 2. (a) A screenshot from simulations of the homogeneous DOPC lipid bilayer; (b) a screenshot from simulations of the heterogeneous
DOPC lipid bilayer with cholesterol.

B. Computer simulation of lipids
The main method used to model lipid systems is the method of Molecular Dynamics (MD), where equations
from Newtonian mechanics are used to describe the time evolution (trajectory) of interacting particles. Using
the basic concepts of statistical mechanics from the obtained trajectory, it is possible to reveal various timedependent structural, dynamic, and thermodynamic properties of the system.
One of the critical requirements for MD simulation is an appropriate determination of potential energy function
of the system U (r� , r� , … r� ). On the one hand, this function should describe the interactions between the atoms
of the system in the best way. On the other hand, it should be simple enough for computer calculations, and
therefore, combine various sets of approximations. The final form of this function together with all parameters
is called the force field. The general form of the potential energy in different force fields is almost the same,
however, they can differ significantly in the calculation of individual contributions. In general, the potential
energy of the system is written as:

U (r1 , r2 ,...,
rN ) U bond  U nb ,

(1)

where N - number of interacting atoms, ri - position vector of atom i, U���� – potential of the valence

interactions, U�� – potential of the non-valence interactions, which contains potential of the valence bonds,
potential of the valence angles, potential of the dihedral angles, potential of the Van der Waals interactions and
potential of the electrostatic interactions.
C. Analysis of simulation results
When it comes to analyzing the results of modeling lipid bilayers, we usually mean the determination of the
following parameters: the cross area of lipid, the orientation of the polar lipid heads, order parameter,
membrane thickness, electron density, diffusion of water and lipid molecules, electrostatic potential, and some
others.
Despite the fact that the modeling of biological membranes by MD is a convenient approach for determining
both the properties of the membranes themselves and aspects of the interaction of membranes with small
molecules or proteins, all parameters estimated as a result of modeling have a macroscopic character and do
not provide information on the state of an individual lipid in a membrane.
A typical lipid molecule consists of about 50 heavy carbon atoms. And since each atom has three coordinates, it
is worthwhile to understand that the state of one lipid after modeling is described by a point in the ~ 150dimensional space. This view is hard to interpret.
One of the methods of decrease the dimension of space is PCA. We have adapted PCA to the analysis of the
movement of a single lipid. In [4], an adaptation of PCA to the analysis of the movements of an individual lipid
was carried out and it was shown how this method allows selecting the most significant motions and arranging
them in agreement with the contribution to conformational changes. In other words, this approach includes
statistical analysis of trajectories and the calculation, and further consideration of such aspects of motion as
autocorrelations, probability density distributions, analysis of eigenvectors, and the study of conformational
manifolds.
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D. Simulation parameters
In this work, we used three force fields depending on the composition of the systems: CHARMM27 to simulate
the DOPC bilayers, CHARMM36 and CHARMM36c to model bilayers, which contained different cholesterol
concentrations, and TIP3P water model, suitable for the force fields of the CHARMM family.
All calculations were conducted using the software packages GROMACS [9], [10]. The primary cell was infinitely
multiplied in all directions, that is, infinite boundary conditions for calculations were applied. Also the
Berendsen thermostat was used, with thermostatting of lipids and solvent taking place separately with a
characteristic binding constant of 0.1ps �� [10]. The centers of mass of the monolayers and the solvent were
rigidly bound to the initial position to prevent the relative motion of the monolayers to each other in the
simulation. The LINCS limitations [11] and SETTLE [12] were imposed on the bonds in the system. Integration
was carried out with the help of a standard leap-frog integrator [61] with a step of 2 fs. To calculate the
electrostatic forces, the method of fast accumulation PME with an interval of 0.12 nm was used.
Systems consisting of only DOPC were simulated at a constant temperature (300 K, 310 K, 323 K) and pressure.
The Berendsen thermostat was used with a characteristic relaxation time of 1 ps. The systems, in which the
cholesterol was contained, were also simulated at constant temperature and pressure. The characteristic
relaxation time for thermal regulation was also 1 ps.
For all systems, calculated data was recorded every 10 ps. To minimize energy during the calculations, we
applied the method of steepest descent. The simulation time for all systems ranged from 200 ns to 500 ns.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Influence of the temperature
In this part of the work, we simulated a bilayer consisting of 72 DOPC molecules in the CHARMM27 force field
at different temperatures: 300K, 310K, 323K. The length of the trajectories varied from 250ns to 500 ns.
The main stage of the analysis is the study of projections of trajectories on the main modes. Distributions of
probability densities to principal components for all systems were calculated. Graphs of distributions for these
systems at different temperatures are shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Probability densities distributions for projections to the first three principal components for systems at different temperatures.

Here we can see that the distribution of the projections on the first principal component differs from the
distributions of the projections on the other principal components, which are close to the normal ones. That is
so because the first significant movement is the movement of the carbon tails of the lipid molecule in the same
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plane. In our analysis of the effect of system temperature (and other following factors), we compared the
projections to the first principal components of the systems. In this case, the projections to the first principal
components at different temperatures do not differ from each other. Therefore we can suggest that the
temperature of the lipid bilayer does not affect the conformation of the lipid molecule.
Figure 4 shows dependency graphs of the characteristic times of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov measure function at
different temperatures. To reveal differences in relaxation times for various systems, we calculated the ratios of
these times for systems at T = 300K and T = 310K and at T = 310K and T = 323K, and depicted them on the same
graph (Figure 5). Hence it can be concluded that the relaxation time is longer at a lower temperature.

Fig. 4. Dependency graphs of the characteristic times of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov measure function at different temperatures.

Fig. 5. Relaxation times ratio for systems with different temperatures.

B. Influence of different concentrations of cholesterol
The modeling of three systems of lipid DOPC bilayers with different concentrations of Cholesterol was carried
out: 0%, 20%, and 40%.
The calculation of the projections of the trajectories on the principal components provided the following results.
Figure 6 shows the probability density distribution of the projections of the trajectories of each of the three
systems to the first principal component.
From the graphs, we can see the difference in the projections on the first principal component: with the
increase in the concentration of cholesterol, the average projection value decreases. As discussed previously,
the magnitude of the projection on the first principal component reflects the distance between the carbon tails
of the lipid. Consequently, it can be concluded that the presence of cholesterol affects the conformation of the
lipid molecule, specifically, reduces the distance between the hydrophobic tails.
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Fig. 6. Probability densities distributions for projections to the first principal component for systems at different concentrations of
cholesterol.

The graph of the distribution of the angles between the hydrophobic tails of the DOPC lipid is shown in Figure 7.
It is also evident that the angle between carbon tails is the less, the more the concentration of cholesterol in the
bilayer.

Fig. 7. Probability densities distributions for the magnitude of the angle between hydrophobic tails of the lipid for systems at different
temperatures.

An analysis of the orientation of the DOPC molecule to the normal of the bilayer as a function of the
cholesterol concentration gave the results. The inclination angle of the lipid to the normal of the bilayer
correlates with the concentration of cholesterol in it (Figure 8).

Fig. 8. A screenshot from simulations of the DOPC lipid bilayer with 40% cholesterol concentration, where the ordered deviation of DOPC
molecules from the normal to bilayer is represented.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents further development of the method of analyzing the conformational dynamics of lipids,
based on the method of Principal Component Analysis, and apply it to real systems.
Thus, the influence of several macro parameters, which are usually used in the modeling of lipid bilayers, and
the concentration of cholesterol on the conformational dynamics of an individual lipid molecule was studied.
The following results were obtained:
- temperature affects lipid dynamics and does not affect its conformation;
- the presence of cholesterol increases the slope angle of the DOPC molecules to the normal of the bilayer and
reduces the distance between the hydrophobic tails of the lipid.
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Influence of Communication Signal Loss on
the Results of Power System State
Estimator
Irina Lukicheva*, Alexander Kulikov, Alexander Ustinov 2

Abstract - Reliability of power system operation strongly depends on correct estimation of electricity grid
regime parameters and relevant control actions. Observability of the network is ensured by measuring its
parameters. To improve measurement accuracy, state estimator is used. Although state estimator is
considered to be a reliable tool, gross errors like signal losses can significantly distort the results of the
procedure. In this article, the influence of signal loss on the state estimator results has been investigated.
Modeling of the electric grid section was performed in software package PSCAD; situations with the loss of
current and voltage signals were considered; and a state estimation by weighted least squares method with
bad data detection was performed. The results of the research showed that in cases of communication
channel breakdowns, state estimator may work incorrectly. Therefore, the preliminary techniques should
be used to increase the accuracy of the measurements.
Index Terms - bad data detection; power system; state estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, energy systems are becoming more complex and are moving towards intellectualization. Under
these conditions, the requirements for the precise determination of the regime parameters are increasing. One
of the tools for improving the accuracy of measurements is state estimator. Results of state estimation are
used as a source data for such applications as security monitoring, contingency analysis, economic dispatch,
optimal power flow and so on. However, the presence of gross errors or bad data can significantly distort its
results and lead to inappropriate control actions. This misoperation may cause some faults in power system
work or even blackout. The purpose of this article is to investigate the effect of measurement errors caused by
the loss of the communication signal on the effectiveness of the state estimator.
II. POWER SYSTEM STATE ESTIMATOR
State estimator is a widely used tool in the centers of power systems control for improving the quality of
telemetry data. It enables direct monitoring of the grid regime. The purpose of state estimator is not only the
suppression of measurement additive noise, but also a detection and removal of bad data, since bad data can
severely damage the results.
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State estimator performs the all following 4 functions consistently [1]:
1. Topology analysis.
2. Network observability analysis.
3. State estimation (SE).
4. Bad data detection (BDD).
In this article, the last two stages are considered, because they influence on calculation of power system state.
A. State Estimation
The basis of SE is measurement redundancy. The system is described by nonlinear equations:


zi hi (x)  ei ,

(1)

where zi - i th measurement;
x - vector of the real state;
hi (x) - function connecting the measurement and state;

ei - measurement error distributed according to the normal distribution law, having zero mean value and
variance.
The optimal state is calculated using weighted least squares method (WLS), which is described by the following
objective function [2]:
N ( z  h (x)) 2
j
min J ( x)   j
,
(2)
2
x

j

j 1

where N - the number of independent measurements;
J ( x) - objective function;

 j 2 - known deviation of i th measurement error
It should be noted that the method of weighted least squares is very sensitive to large errors, the presence of
which can significantly "spoil" the results of the state estimation.
B. Bad Data Detection
To date, various methods for BDD have been proposed. The most widely used methods are Chi-Square
Distribution Test and Largest Normalized Residual Test [1], which are used both consistently.
Firstly, Chi-Square Distribution Test is carried out in accordance with the inequality:

J ( x) >  2k , p ,
where 

2
k,p

(3)

is a value from the Chi-square distribution table, with the probability of p and freedom degrees of K:


K Nm  Ns ,

(4)

where Nm - the number of measurements;

N

(2n  1) - the number of states;
s
n - the number of buses in electrical grid.
If the inequality (3) is true, then bad data are present in the measurements; if the inequality is false, then there
are no bad data in measurement array.

When it is determined that there are bad data in the measurement array, it is necessary to determine particular
measurement with a large error and exclude it from the measurement array [2]. To determine the incorrect
measurement, secondly, Largest Normalized Residual Test is used: after obtaining the results of the state estimation,
the measurement residual is calculated, and then the normalized measurement residual is determined;
measurements having the largest residual are designated as suspicious and are deleted. After that, a new power
system state is defined; then bad data detection is performed again. If no bad data are found, the defined state is
accepted. Otherwise, the cycle will be carried out until all measurements with large errors are eliminated.
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III. MODELING
A model of electrical grid has been developed in software package PSCAD [3] for analysis of bad data influence
on state estimation accuracy (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Grid model used for power system state estimation

The situation of communication channel breakdown was simulated: at time t=0,46s signal of E1 is equal zero
and at time t=0,48s the signal of I12 is equal zero. Currents in all lines and voltages of all buses were measured
by phasor measurement units (PMU). It was assumed that measurements possess errors defined by
characteristics of current and voltage transformers. It was presumed that the corresponding errors are
normally distributed and include errors caused by phasor measurement units. After measuring, SE was
performed using WLS and BDD. Results of SE without BDD are shown in Figure 2 for voltage magnitude E2 as
an example.

Fig. 2. Results of magnitude estimation in bus 2 E2 by WLS in case of communication channel breakdowns.

In Figure 2, the curve with index “real” (E2_real) refers to real values of voltage without any errors. The curve
with index “WLS” refers to voltage values calculated by WLS.
Figure 2 illustrates that WLS produces large errors during voltage signal lose - up to 20%.
BDD led to system unobservability at the time t=0,46s, which means that correct power system state can not be
calculated. In case of loss of current measurements, bad data were not found, because of relatively small value
of the current and its slight influence on the results of the state estimation. Thus, BDD did not improve
measurements accuracy and thus results of state estimator remain the same as presented in Figure.2.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The simulation of WLS has shown that in the presence of local gross errors WLS is not effective enough, since it
produces mistakes up to 20%. It is proposed to pre-use non-linear techniques to avoid influence of impulse
noise on SE results and to improve measurements accuracy.
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Surface Modification of Proppant for
Enhanced Oil Recovery
Aliya Z. Mukhametdinova*, Alexei N. Cheremisin

Abstract - Proppant selection is critical to the success of fracturing treatments in oil production. Studies
show that the performance of a regular proppant system is often improved by modifying the proppant’s
surface properties. These enhanced properties improve proppant conductivity within the fracture and
impact on chemical protection of the proppant. Improving proppant’s wettability effect enhances the
proppant relative permeability and productivity of the well. This research examines different types of
surface modification for a proppant system to improve the proppant quality and obtain higher functionality.
According to the proposed methodology, coating the proppant with hydrophobic and hydrophilic agent may
improve the quality and functionality of the regular proppant system. In this work, optimal system
components are selected; proppant coating is examined; system properties to evaluate the feasibility of the
chosen parameters are tested.
Index Terms - proppant; proppant pack permeability; surface modification.
I. NOMENCLATURE
dP
H
K
P
T
θ0
m
Vpore

pressure drop (atm)
height of water intake column (cm)
permeability (D)
pressure (MPa)
temperature (0C)
wettability contact angle (0)
porosity (%)
porous volume of the sample (cm3)
II. INTRODUCTION

A proppant is a granular material added to a fracturing fluid in hydraulic fracturing to enhance effective oil
production. Proppant pack plays an important role in success of fracturing treatments for achieving high rate
of oil and gas recovery. This study presents results on proppant coating methodology based on a series of
experiments to improve the proppant quality. After defining the system components, feasibility check of the
chosen parameters is performed and conclusions are made on technology advisability and possible industrial
application.
Studies show that the performance of a regular proppant system is often improved by modifying the proppant’s
surface properties [1]-[5]. The enhanced surface properties increase proppant pack permeability, proppant
pack functionality and the conductivity of the fracture, intensifying the productivity of the well. The previous
studies lack research on modified proppants and offer coating the proppant grain with expensive hydrophobic
agents during the proppant synthesis. Current study fills the gap in proppants coating research and focuses on
both hydrophilic and hydrophobic types of surface by modifying the proppant with simple and cheap agents.
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According to the methodology proposed, coating the proppant with a surfactant and polymer may improve the
quality and functionality of the regular proppant system after proppant is delivered to site. By conducting the
experimental part of the project, we define the optimal system configuration and select the system
components. A set of experimental testing techniques (coating topography, proppant permeability and
wettability) provides data on feasibility of the chosen parameters such as the types of components, proppant
and coating. This research focuses on possible improvements of the proppants systems with a variety of
coatings after proppants production stage.
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this study, proppants manufactured by Carbo Ceramics Inc. were coated with hydrophilic and hydrophobic
agents and underwent laboratory tests on coating and proppant permeability and surface quality. Based on the
analyses of hydrophobic agents used or mentioned in the articles and patents, a set of proposed coatings is
identified [6]-[8]. Carbo Ceramics, one of leading proppant manufacturers, was chosen as a proppant brand;
proppant grain of 20/40 and 16/20 US mesh size was selected as the most commonly used frac proppants.
The following agents were used:
-IVV (hydrophobic agent) mentioned in patents review as a reliable surfactant with strong surface modification;
-CHAS (hydrophobic agent) mentioned in the literature as one of commonly used liquid additives to the fracking
fluid;
-PolyQuart (PQ, hydrophilic agent) was selected for a range of experiments on both hydrophobic and hydrophilic
surfaces.
Methodology of coating procedure was designed after the literature review and existing technologies. [6]-[10]
Coating aqueous solution was prepared at the concentration in the range of 1.5 to 3%. The coating was applied
to proppant samples (four sets of samples - 50 g, 100g, 200g, 250g) using ceramic ware and ceramic agitators
with constant stirring speed for 30 minutes. The number of layers (each coating dose stands for 5-10% of
proppant sample weight) was estimated visually, if necessary, additional amount was added to the wetting
° 70 0C,
° and 105 0C.
°
proppant surface for uniform application. Drying was performed at T=250C,
On-fly coating is another method of coating that can be used for contact angle measurement. On-fly coating is
directly applied to the proppant grain surface 3-5 minutes before the test. Then the proppant is separated from
solvent, and the measurement is conducted.
Research on the proppants coating includes a set of physical and chemical methods: assessment of capillary
impregnation, permeability measurement, atomic force microscopy, and measurement of the wettability
contact angle. Such laboratory-testing complex enables us to evaluate the phenomenon of proppants surface
modification, its effect of the coating, and estimate the industrial application of the proposed technology.
A. Capillary Intake
The method of capillary impregnation is traditionally used to determine the spontaneous absorption of water to
study the capillary phenomena. Same method can be successfully applied for the study of rock hydrophilic or
hydrophobic surface, and, in current case, for proppant grain samples. The wettability of proppant samples
coated with IVV, CHAS and PQ water solutions changes depending on the chemical composition of a sample
surface and the initial surface condition of hydrophilic-lipophilic balance. For characterization of surface
wettability, a capillary intake experiment was chosen to illustrate the effect of surface modification. Changing
wettability of solid surfaces from hydrophobic to hydrophilic affects spontaneous wetting ability and enhances
capillary absorption [11]-[13].
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Fig. 1. Capillary impregnation test results

Figure 1 illustrates results on capillary intake test where four glass tubes filled with proppants underwent
water imbibition. The experimental data on water column height suggests that the effect of the surface
modification was achieved. In coating compositions with IVV and CHAS we observe a further decrease in the
level of water absorbed due to the weakening of the capillary effect. As expected, the hydrophilic coating PQ
increases the amount of absorbed water. However, the overall effect of the applied coating is more prominent
for hydrophobic agents.
B. Permeability test
Permeability measurement and aging test were completed by using High Pressure Core Flood System (HPCFS) which enables to carry out filtration experiments on bulk models of the porous medium and core samples
° and pore pressure up to 20 MPa. If necessary, the system can use backpressure
at temperatures up to 150 0C,
with maximum pressure of 7 MPa for bulk models and 50 MPa for core samples. Proppant aging was
conducted using the same methodology as for measuring the permeability using HP-CFS. Sample aging took 48
° in the mixture of water and kerosene (15 ml kerosene and 15 ml
hours at reservoir temperatures of 110 0C
water). Bulk pattern filled with proppant sample and emulsion (kerosene and water) was installed inside the
core flood system.
Table I. Permeability Measurement at HP-CFS
K, Darcy
Vpore, cm3

m, %

n

Coating type

1

IVV

42

33

30

2

PQ

21

36

33

3

CHAS

65

32

29

Table I illustrates results on permeability testing using HP-CFS. Permeability values for three types of coating
(IVV, PQ, CHAS) are presented. To check the permeability change for uncoated and coated proppants the Darcy
experiment was reproduced for independent study of filtration phenomena. Such test was conducted in order to
observe the change of the permeability because of hydrophobization and hydrophilization.
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Fig. 2. Permeability test results

We observe the trend in permeability change depending on the coating type. Fast increasing flowrate (Figure 2,
orange line) within a range of pressure drop reflects higher permeability of the pack of proppant covered with
PQ coating agent. It proves the process of hydrophilization, which leads to increase in water-relative
permeability. However, IVV hydrophobic agent curve results in slow changing of the flowrate caused by low
water-relative permeability and high oil-relative permeability. Porous volume and porosity also illustrate the
influence of coating on filtration and permeability change.
C. Proppant surface visualization
For the detailed study of surface quality, we examined the proppant surface for a range of samples (coated and
uncoated) using an optical microscope manufactured by ThorLabs Company (Figure 3). The CarboProp 16/20
proppant as the coated sample, and 20/40 US mesh size as the aged one were selected. For topography study at
atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Figure 4), 11 samples of proppants (20/40 and 16/20) were prepared. All
samples included from three to five particles glued with epoxy to glass plates. Gwyddion software, a modular
program for SPM (scanning probe microscopy) was used for data visualization and analysis [14].

Fig. 3. Optical microscopy results for uncoated, IVV coated and aged proppant

Fig. 4. AFM results for uncoated, IVV coated and aged proppant

Figure 3 demonstrates that for IVV coated proppants it is possible to notice a brilliant film coating, applied
uniformly with a visual roughness decreased. Same result was obtained from AFM results for IVV coated
samples examination, which also proves the roughness change for coated grain and slight decrease for aged
one. Among three types of coating, hydrophilic agent PQ represents the less noticeable coating, and it becomes
almost invisible after the aging procedure. It could be explained by coating structure and chemical structure of
the coating polymer.
Proppant surface study enables us to determine the quality of coating and its stability. Optical microscopy is a
convenient tool for visual inspection of the coating quality for a proppant pack. AFM data includes roughness
values for coating stability after the aging procedure.
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D. Wettability measurement
Indirect contact angle measurement is one of the alternative ways of measuring wettability, usually applied
when traditional ways are not available for surface or experimental conditions [15]-[16]. Optical microscopy and
high –resolution camera was used to measure the contact angle in proppant-water system. (Figure 5)

Fig. 5. Indirect contact angle measurement

Water was used as the wetting liquid in the experiments. Spheres and flats were immobilized using doublesided adhesive tape and epoxy glue. Small liquid drops were gently extruded from a one-milliliter glass syringe
using a drop pump. Controlled by the FastCam camera, a small drop was placed on the proppant. Camera
captured 2.7 seconds for each experiment, and that was enough to cut the moments of first and secondary
contacts of drop with the proppant. By analyzing data from pictures received (Figure 5, right), values A, R and θa
were determined and the contact angle θ0 was calculated.
Table II. Contact Angle Test Results
Parameter

uncoated

IVV

PQ

PQ
Onfly

IVV
onfly

IVV
aged

PQ
aged

θa, degree

73

106

68

78

87

103

86

A, pixel

98

93

102

120

88

78

81

R, pixel

78

70

70

58

69

49

52

θ0,0

72

105

67

77

86

102

85

Data on contact angle test shows the effect of coating that depends on the type of agent used. Table II
illustrates how efficiency of the coating effect (wettability contact angle) varies for regular, on-fly and aged
coatings. The methods of capillary impregnation and wettability contact angle measurement confirmed the
phenomenon of surface modification of proppants. Atomic force microscopy and optical microscopy were
applied to assess the quality of coating before and after aging by visual evaluation of coated proppants.
Permeability measurement was the key experiment in this work that defined the possible use of proppants
surface modification to control permeability depending on the coating type for different applications in oil
recovery.
IV. CONCLUSION
Technology of proppants coating with hydrophobic and hydrophilic agents was studied by measuring wettability
and surface quality. The data on wettability of proppant pack depending on the type of surface was obtained.
The influence of surface modification on permeability of the proppant and the porosity of proppant pack was
studied. It was found that the use of the IVV and CHAS hydrophobic agents leads to a significant increase of oil
phase permeability, while the hydrophilic PQ agent reduces the proppant pack permeability.
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Data on proppant pack permeability and contact angle measurement illustrated the durability of coating after
aging in a hydrocarbon medium and revealed the most effective coating compound. AFM and optical
microscopy images were applied to evaluate the surface specifics before and after aging. Additional data on
surface roughness by AFM partially proved the surface alteration after permanent coating. Laboratory testing
showed that coating the proppant increases the proppant pack permeability up to 15 to 25% and leads to longterm increase in recovery. Furthermore, results of permeability measurements defined the possible use of
proppants surface modification depending on the coating type for different applications in oil recovery.
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Investigation of Flooding/Drought
Phenomena in 1kW Proton Exchange
Membrane Fuel Cell
Aleksandra Sveshnikova*, Gioele Di Marcoberardino, Alexander Ustinov, Aldo Bischi3

4

Abstract - Many scientific works related to fuel cell technology are dedicated to the problem of flooding in
proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC). This problem depends on many different factors such as the
improvement of catalysts systems, membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) and design of fuel cell channels.
At the same time, flooding phenomena at a system level has not received enough attention. In this research,
an external humidification system for the PEMFC was designed and tested. Polarization curve of 1 kW
PEMFC in the range of 0-120 A was built according to experimental results carried out at the Laboratory of
Micro-Cogeneration at Politecnico di Milano. The influence of inlet air absolute humidity on fuel cell
performance was investigated at different current densities. It was observed, that at low current densities
fuel cell stack, particularly the last cell is more sensitive to flooding. With growing current density and
airflow rate, flooding is eliminated and turned into the problem of drought. In order to keep the
performance of fuel cell at high level, absolute humidity of incoming air should be increased with respect to
the current density.
Index Terms - Absolute humidity; Degradation; Flooding; Operating conditions; PEM fuel cell; Polarization
curve; Relative Humidity; Water management.
I. NOMENCLATURE
Parameters
Eeq
Eact
Econ
EOhm
Q
P
T
RH
υ
I
i

[V]
[V]
[V]
[V]
[ml/cell/A/min]
[bar]
[C]
[%]
[l/min]
[A]
[mA/cm2]

Equilibrium potential
Activation losses
Concentration loses
Ohmic losses
Reactant flow
Pressure
Temperature
Relative humidity
Volumetric flow rate
Current
Current density
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F
JH2O,drag
JH2O,diff
ρm
Mm
tm
λm

[C/mol/K]
[mol/s*cm2]
[mol/s*cm2]
[g/cm3]
[-]
[mm]
[-]

ndrag
Dw

[-]
[-]

λ

[-]

n
C

Subscripts
PEM
FC
RH
HE
MEA

[-]
[-]

Faraday number
Water transferred by electroosmotic drag
Water transferred by diffusion
Density of dry membrane
Equivalent weight of membrane material
Thickness of the membrane
Membrane water content
Drag coefficient
Water diffusivity
Number of electrons in the reaction
Concentration in mole fraction
Stoichiometric coefficient

Proton Exchange
Membrane
Fuel Cell
Relative Humidity
Heat Exchanger
Membrane-electrode assembly
II. INTRODUCTION

PEM fuel cell technology has been actively developing especially for stationary power supply applications. Such
countries as the USA, Canada, Japan, Germany, Italy and South Korea have already found industrial
implementation for the PEM fuel cells and have developed commercially available products [1].
Russia occupies the 9th place among countries with venture capital investment in the fuel cell technology with
$21 million in the last 15 years [2]. Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology is working on design of
autonomous energy system based on PEMFC, which could be used in isolated residential areas as a back-up
power supply [3], [4]. This project is focused on fuel cell characteristics specific for conditions of Far North
regions of Russia. The most critical problem is humidity control of inlet air which is especially dry at subzero
temperatures and needs to be well humidified before entering the system.
Polarization curve is the key characteristic of a fuel cell, and it shows the dependency of generated voltage on
current density applied through the electric load (see Fig.1). Theoretical maximum for the PEM fuel cell is 1.23
V based on Nernst equation calculation but in reality, it is not possible to achieve this value due to multiple
types of irreversible voltage losses occurring in the process [5].

Fig. 1. Typical FC polarization curve [2]
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Voltage generated by a single cell can be calculated with the following equation [6]:

����� = ��� — ���� — ���� — ����

(1)

Eeq - Equilibrium potential of electrochemical cell, V;
Eact - Activation losses, caused by slow reaction kinetics, especially pronounced at low current densities, V;
Econ - Concentration losses, caused by mass transport limitations, especially pronounced at high current
densities, V;
EOhm - Ohmic losses, caused by charge transport limitations and thus, proportional to current density, V.
Usually, activation losses do not change with operational conditions and can be eliminated through the catalyst
modification. Therefore, such type of losses will not be considered in this research. Concentration losses can be
clearly seen when fuel cell is exposed to drought, and the airflow is so strong that there is not enough time for
full humidification and electrochemical reaction. This type of voltage losses is important for this research and
will be investigated at high current densities. Ohmic losses are the most sensitive to operational conditions of
the fuel cell especially to the temperature in the humidifier. This temperature determines absolute humidity of
inlet air, and the influence of this temperature will be discussed in this paper.
Polymeric membrane used as an electrolyte material in the PEM fuel cells is very sensitive to humidity rate of
inlet air. Its proton conductivity depends on the amount of water vapor coming with the air. In case of
insufficient humidity rate, FC will experience charge transport limitations which will increase Ohmic losses. At
the same time, excess water coming with the air might condensate inside the cell and block active catalyst
centers causing rapid voltage drop. Therefore, correct operational conditions are very important to avoid
drought/flooding phenomena.
Two different transport phenomena are taken into account in the PEMFC stack model. The electro–osmotic drag,
due to the dragging of water molecules with protons from the anode towards the cathode, and the back–diffusion
(from the cathode towards anode), due to the high water concentration gradients across the membrane [7]:

���� = ��������� — ���������

(2)

Water transport caused by diffusion depends on membrane characteristics and temperature. Thus, at certain
temperature it can be considered as a constant. When this factor dominates, water is accumulated on anode side:

��������� =

�� ��
�
�� �� �

(3)

ρm - Density of dry membrane, g/cm3;
Mm - Equivalent weight of membrane material;
tm - Thickness of the membrane, mm;
λm - Membrane water content;
Dw - Water diffusivity;

Water transport caused by osmotic drag depends on current density, thus, at higher currents JH2O, drag dominates
and water accumulates on cathode side:

��������� = ������

ndrag - Drag coefficient;
n - Number of electrons;
F - Faraday’s number, 96485 C/mol/K;
i - Current density, mA/cm2;

�
��

(4)
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It is important to keep the balance between these two factors, so anode stays humidified and cathode avoids
flooding.
The test performed at this research was held at the range of 0-600 mA/cm2. As it can be observed from the
Fig.2 at this range, diffusion is the dominated water transport phenomena. Thus, it is expected that most of
water will be accumulated on cathode side, however it will be interesting to see if proportion of water
accumulated on anode side increases with current density.

Fig. 2. Change of water transport with current density

Usually the last cell in the stack is the most sensitive to flooding. Water produced in all previous cells is pushed
out to the outlet and in case of low flow rates, this water can flood the last cell (Fig.3). This problem can be
eliminated by increased air access (air stoichiometry).

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of accumulated water on the outlet of FC

III. EXPERIMENTAL PART
On the Fig.4 one can observe a typical behavior of the last cell. Step by step the load is increased and at some
point (19:26; 30A), voltage rapidly goes down due to the flooding. Such problem can occur at any load if humid
starts to condensate inside the stack before leaving it.
1,0
0,9
Cell voltage, V

0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
18:43

18:57

19:12

19:26

19:40

Fig. 4. Typical behavior of the last cell in case of flooding
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A. Experimental Set Up
Technological scheme of experimental set-up can be seen on Fig.5. In this experiment 1kW fuel cell stack (©
Power Cell) with water cooling loop was used for testing. It consists of 10 cells of 200 cm2 active surface area
each. FC stack is connected to DC load, which can be supplied with both current and voltage input. The device
has 3 inlets and 3 outlets for hydrogen, air and cooling media. Each circuit is discussed in more details below.
1) Water coolant circuit:
Electric efficiency of fuel cell is approximately 50%. It means that among 1kW of electric power additional 1kW
of heat is produced during operation. Operational temperature of the system is 60-80°C. Constantly produced
heat can increase the temperature of the stack above operational limit due to the exothermic reaction. Thus,
cooling circuit is required. The FC is designed for liquid coolant, thus we can use water as a cooling media.
In order to control inlet water temperature, a water bath with 30°C minimum temperature is used. For a shutdown procedure to cool down the system faster, water circuit is connected to the lab hydraulic system via heat
exchanger (HE). It is important to mention, that water for cooling purposes has to be deionized to avoid
salvation of the system. The maximum limit for water conductivity is 20 μS/cm. Water used in the test has
conductivity of 3-6 μS/cm.

Fig. 5. PEM fuel cell system developed in the lab

2) Air circuit:
Air coming to the FC has to be humidified in order to reach good proton conductivity of the membrane. Thus, air
channel is connected to a water tank, which is constantly heated and insulated. Airflow is humidified and heated
due to bubbling through the hot water. After the humidifier, air passes heating line where temperature is 2-3
degrees higher than inside humidifier. This is necessary to avoid any water condensation before entering the
FC. Moreover, during the start-up procedure when PEMFC temperature is bellow operational, air should be dry
in order to avoid water condensation inside FC. Thus, a triple valve is used to switch from dry air line to
humidified air line before supplying the load.
3) Hydrogen circuit:
Hydrogen used in this test comes from high-pressure vessel and its concentration is close to 100%. During the
start-up and shut down procedures nitrogen gas is used to remove any contaminations from reaction zone.
When the system is ready to be connected to the load, nitrogen is switched to hydrogen. After the FC stack,
unreacted hydrogen and water are purged to the ventilation system.
B. Operating conditions and assumptions
Fuel cell operation was characterized at the range of 0-120A load with 10A steps. Experiment was performed at
70 °C and 1.25 bar. These parameters were kept constant at all load levels. Temperature of the humidifying
system was set according to the load starting from 50 °C at 10A and ending with 70°C at 120A.
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Air coming to the system has to be in excess to the hydrogen. Using FC manual recommendations, reactant
flow rates for all load steps were calculated (Fig. 6).
At low current between 0-10A, air excess should be higher to avoid water condensation. Starting from 10A,
reactants’ flow rates increase with current.
Though electric load has enough capability to work at higher currents, there is a limit for mass flow controller
on hydrogen line. Thus, characterization of PEMFC was performed in the range of 0-120A as it can be seen from
the Fig. 6.
Reactant flow rates:
Using FC manual, reactant flow rates can be calculated with the following formula:

߭ൌ

Q - Reactant flow, ml/cell/A/min;
λ – Stoichiometric flow rate;
I – Current, A;
C - Concentration in mole fraction.
Data used for the experiment:
λH2 = 1.5 λair = 2.5
QH2: 7.0 standard* Nml/cell/A/min
Qair: 16.6 standard* Nml/cell/A/min

ܳܫכߣכ݊כ
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[5]
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Flow rate, l/min
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Fig. 6. Reactants’ flow rates used in the experiment

During the experiment, the following assumptions were made:
 Ambient T=20 °C;
 Air that comes from external hydraulic circuit of the lab is completely dry and contaminates 21% of oxygen;
 Air after bubbling through the heated water tank is fully humidified and reaches 100% RH at all load levels;
 Pressure inside humidifier is equal to the inlet air pressure (1.25 bar);
 Temperature of the water inside humidifier is equal to temperature of vessel material, which is measured by
thermometer in real time.
C. Results
After several experiments, polarization curve at 70 °C and 1.25 bar operational conditions was obtained. One
can observe all three zones of voltage losses: activation losses are pronounced at the current below 20A,
ohmic losses with linear behavior can be observed between 20 and 100A and concentration losses at the
current above 100A (Fig.7).
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Fig. 7. Polarization curve of PEMFC at 70°C and 1.2 bar

This curve represents average value of 8 cells, which are less sensitive to humidity rate (Cells 2-9). First and
last cells were excluded from there, as their behavior was deviated from others. Maximum power achieved at
120A was 742 W.
Temperature of humidifier determines absolute humidity of inlet air. It became clear from the experiment that
FC performance at 120A is very sensitive to temperature of the water in the humidifier and thus, to the absolute
humidity of inlet air. On the Fig.8, one can observe how cell voltage changes at the temperatures between 53
and 63 °C at the 120A load.
64
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0,67
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58

0,66

56

0,65

Voltage, V

Temperature inside
humidifier, °C

62

54
0,64

52
50

0,63

Time
Fig. 8. Cell voltage dependency on temperature in humidifier

The same tendency was discovered at different loads (20, 40, 60, 80, 100A). With increasing absolute humidity of
inlet air, the average cell voltage is growing.
Last cell is the most sensitive to any changes in humidity rate. Thus, voltage of the last cell can be considered
as a detector of flooding/drought phenomena. Flooding phenomena causes sharp voltage drop of the last cell,
which is hard to recover, while drought phenomena slowly decreases the cell voltage and does not have such
crucial consequences.
With load, amount of water produced in fuel cell is growing thus increasing the risk of flooding. However,
airflow is growing too, purging accumulated water out of the stack. It turned out that at the current range of 030 A the risk of flooding is much higher because airflow is not strong enough to purge accumulated water, no
matter how low is the inlet air absolute humidity. Experimental results showed that to keep good performance
temperature in humidifier should grow together with the load. At every load there is humidification temperature
at which cell voltage reaches its maximum. These temperatures were obtained experimentally and can be seen
in Table I.
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Table I. Proposed humidification temperatures for different loads
FC load, A
Temperature in humidifier, °C
10
52
20
54
40
58
60
62
80
66
100
70
120
74

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the influence of absolute humidity of inlet air on flooding/drought phenomena on PEM fuel cell
was investigated. It was estimated by means of temperature in the air humidifier, assuming 100% relative
humidity of air after humidification. It turned out that PEM fuel cell is very sensitive to the temperature of the
humidifier and this sensitivity is growing with current density. At maximum allowed load, (120A) change of T
from 53 to 63 °C increased the average cell performance from 0.640V to 0.675V. Similar tendency was observed
at lower currents, though the influence of temperature is eliminated. For each load, a certain humidification
temperature was proposed considering best cell performance. The most sensitive cell for flooding is the last
cell, and its behavior can be considered as the detector. All operational conditions should be tuned based on
last cell performance.
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Overview of Microgrid Control
Vasily G. Chirkin

Abstract - Implementation of renewable energy sources cause difficulties for control of power systems. The
microgrid concept is intended to overcome these challenges. This paper represents an overview of
microgrid control techniques in order to highlight their advantages and disadvantages. Hierarchical control
consisting of primary, secondary and tertiary control is represented. The main control architectures and
principles, such as droop control, multi-agent systems, are indicated.
Index Terms - Control, microgrid, smart grid
I. NOMENCLATURE
f
P
Q
R
V
X
DER
DG
ESS
MAS
PCC
RES

frequency (Hz)
real power (W)
reactive power (VAr)
resistance (Ohm)
voltage (V)
reactance (Ohm)
Distributed Energy Resources
Distributed Generation
Energy Storage System
Multi-Agent System
Point of Common Coupling
Renewable Energy Sources

II. INTRODUCTION
А need for greener and sustainable power generation technologies led to a growing penetration of Renewable
Energy Resources (RES) based on hydro, solar, wind and hydrogen energy. Apart from environmental and
economic benefits, integration of Distributed Energy Recourses (DER) in distribution grid reduces its stability
and brings additional issues in its control.
The most relevant technical challenges of renewable DERs integration to be overcame in order to retain
reliability level and completely utilize their benefits are [1]:
 Proper dispatch and unit commitment under supply and demand uncertainty.
 Economically effective and reliable operation of volatile power generation.
 Development of Demand Side Management schemes.
 Upgrade of protection schemes to account bidirectional power flows.
 Development of new voltage and frequency control methods of inverter-based microgrids.
 Development of market models and control mechanisms that will allow using intermittent energy sources as
a reliable-supply bulk power system.
Vasily G. Chirkin is with the Center for Energy Systems, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Skolkovo Innovation Center, Building
3, Moscow 143026, Russia (e-mail: vasily.chirkin@skolkovotech.ru).
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The concept of microgrid is aimed to overcome these challenges. Although the exact microgrid definition is still
under discussion, there are a few features that characterize it. The U.S. Department of Energy defines
microgrid as “a group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources with clearly defined electrical
boundaries that acts as a single controllable entity with respect to the grid and can connect and disconnect
from the grid to enable it to operate in both grid-connected or island modes” [2]. Therefore, these features are:
clearly defined electrical boundaries, a controller to control and operate DER and loads as unity, and capability
of operating in grid-connected or island mode and switch between them.
III. CONTROL OF MICROGRIDS
Integration of DER introduces a number of challenges to be resolved in the design of control and protection
schemes. Some of them originate from assumptions done for conventional distribution systems. The others
take place at conventional transmission system level and lead to stability issues. The named issues mostly are:
 DG installed at low voltage level results in bidirectional power flow and complication of protection
coordination and voltage control.
 The droop gains of each microgrid interface need to be designed carefully. Strong interaction between DG
units or low damping magnitude of DGs could lead to small-signal frequency instabilities [3].
 In conventional power system models predominance of three-phase balanced conditions, inductive
transmission lines, and constant-power loads are often assumed, which is not always valid for microgrids [4].
 Inverter-based microgrids are characterized by low inertia, which may result in large frequency deviations in
island mode [5].
Coordination of different DER under uncertainties such as load profile and weather forecast becomes more
challenging due to less number of loads and energy resources.
The microgrid’s control system must overcame the mentioned challenges to ensure safe and economical
operation.
Availability of measurements, communication, and high-performance computational equipment are required
for the microgrid control. Utilization of a hierarchical control appears to be winning solution due to separation
of fast-dynamic output control and slower-dynamic economic dispatch. The hierarchical structure usually
consists of three following levels. Primary control stabilizes frequency and voltage using droop controllers,
secondary control counterbalance the deviations in voltage and frequency, and tertiary control determines
power flows for the optimal operation [6].
The microgrid behavior can be affected mainly by means of such parameters as voltage, frequency, and active
and reactive power. The frequency and the voltage at point of common coupling (PCC) are dominated by the
main grid. In this case, the microgrid control purpose is to adapt the active and reactive power of DER to the
load demand. Reactive power injection can be used for power factor correction, reactive power supply, or
voltage control.
The island mode is more challenging because it is more sensible to power balance and requires accurate
power sharing mechanism. Voltage and frequency have to be controlled by microgrid’s DERs only once the
main grid does not support them anymore. The main microgrid control objective is to achieve power balance. A
small inconsistency in the magnitude, phase angle or frequency of the voltage signal can lead to large
circulating currents. The number of different control schemes were proposed to overcome this issue [7]-[9] One
possible solution is to have one inverter to operate as a master unit, while others are slave [10]. The master unit
can perform open-loop frequency control. This unit can be operated similar to a synchronous generator with a
reactive power-voltage droop characteristic, while the others support active and reactive power as dictated by
the secondary control [11].
Energy storage systems (ESS) are essential for microgrid reliability. DG can either be dispatchable or
nondispatchable. Nondispatchable units are mainly renewable DG, typically solar and wind, producing a volatile
and intermittent output power. ESS can be combined with nondispatchable DER to be used as dispatchable
units. The primary application of ESS is to coordinate with DG to guarantee the microgrid generation adequacy.
They can also be used for energy arbitrage, accumulating the energy during low-price hours and supply the
microgrid when the market price is high. The ESS also plays a major role in microgrid islanding mode [12].
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Energy storage applications in microgrid are power quality enhancement, frequency regulation, islanded
operation, active distribution system, and electric vehicle technologies [13]-[14].
IV. CONTROL HIERARCHY IN MICROGRIDS
Two common control architectures for microgrids are centralized and decentralized. In centralized approach, a
microgrid is fully controlled by a centralized controller. The latter communicates with controlled units and
carries out all necessary calculations of control outputs. On the contrary, in decentralized control, each unit is
controlled by local controller, based on local information [15]. Whereas the centralized control provides high
disturbance rejection level it also requires much of communication. Decentralized control can reduce the
number of communication messages between units and ease the optimization procedure by solving it locally.
In order to combine advantages of both architectures a hierarchical control scheme is used. It consists of three
levels: primary, secondary and tertiary. These levels are different in their timeframe and response speed.
Hierarchical control scheme is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Hierarchical control scheme. Primary, secondary and tertiary control.

A. Primary control
Primary control is local or internal control. It provides the first and the fastest response (millisecond time
frame). It is based on the local measurements. In synchronous generators, power control and sharing are
performed via governor, automatic voltage regulator and machine’s inertia.
Inverter-based DG have low inertia and require special design to simulate the inertia of synchronous
generators and perform frequency regulation. Inverter output controllers regulate output and currents,
whereas power sharing controllers perform active and reactive power control by using active P/f and Q/V droop
control [16]-[17].
The inverter output control typically consists of an outer loop for voltage regulation, and an inner loop for
current control [18]. A review of inverter output control is presented in [19]. Multivariable control method
improving dynamic response of microgrids was proposed in [20].
Power sharing control often relies on droop-based method [21]. Relationship between real power and
frequency, and reactive power and voltage is expressed in (1) and (2). Active power is proportional to frequency
deviation from nominal value, while reactive power is proportional to voltage deviation.
�� � �� � ��� (�� � �� )
(1)
�� � �� � ��� (�� � �� ),
(2)
where f, V, P, and Q are, respectively, frequencies, voltages, active and reactive powers, indices 0 and 1 stay for
nominal and reference values, KP and KQ are droop coefficients.
Droop coefficients calculations are based on steady-state performance criteria [22]. Special attention should be
paid to stability margins [4].
The main advantage of droop control is that it is based on local measurements and does not need
communication. Nevertheless, it has some disadvantages, such as poor transient performance, poor
performance in distribution networks due to low X/R ratio, inaccurate power sharing, and variable frequency
depending on load conditions [23].
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Reference [24] reported results of eigenvalue analysis of linearized microgrid model. The analysis showed
slower oscillatory modes, associated with droop controller loops. Damping factors of these modes increases
while the active power output of DG unit increasing. Modified droop control methods were proposed to
overcome this disadvantage, such as frequency restoration loop [25], a virtual output resistance [22], virtual
inductive output impedance [26], and adaptive droop [24].
B. Secondary control
Secondary control is responsible for reliable and economical operation of microgrids. Control task is to find
optimal dispatch and provide control signals for fast-variable DG sources in order to restore voltage and
frequency deviations produced by primary control. Secondary control is performed at lower time frame (second
or sub second).
Secondary control architecture can also be divided to centralized and decentralized. Input parameter for
secondary control are forecasted power output and load, ESS state of charge, operational limits, security
constraints, forecasted energy prices. Output variables are reference values of output powers and voltage for
each DER and load.
Optimal dispatch problem can be solved offline and stored in look-up table to be used in real time [27]. Some
techniques use genetic algorithms [28] and ant colony optimization methods [29].
Decentralized secondary control uses multi-agent system (MAS) methods. MAS system consists of a number of
intelligent agents, which communicate with each other in order to get global and local goals. Agent is computer
system that is that is capable of autonomous actions. Although agents can communicate large portion of
control is performed locally [30]. In this case, consumers, generators, ESS and the main grid send buying and
selling bids to the central controller, which are calculated locally according to their needs, cost function,
constraints and forecasts. The central controller makes decision to maximize social welfare and dispatch
feasibility or verify compliment with grid standards [31]. Additional agents were proposed in [32] that allow
demand side response.
C. Tertiary control
Tertiary control is the top level of microgrid control. Its goal is to obtain optimal set points for proper
coordination and reactive power management, based on total losses minimization approach. Time scale of
tertiary control is a few minutes [6].
V. CONCLUSIONS
The integration of renewable energy sources requires the development of reliable technics and solutions.
Microgrids provide benefits of RES utilization in power system and intended to overcome the challenges
associated to it. In this paper, an overview of most common microgrid control methods was performed,
hierarchical approach was described, challenges for control of microgrids were discussed.
Electrical energy storage systems is essential technology for DG integration into microgrids due to intermittent
nature of RES. Management of volatile power sources is the main challenge of microgrids control. Apart from
generation uncertainties the other challenges are unbalanced network state, low inertia of invertor-based DG,
and low X/R ratio of distribution lines at low voltage level, causing coupling of active and reactive power.
Different control methods have been proposed in the literature to solve these challenges. The issue of
robustness and stability of them, however, remains. Besides, it is important to demonstrate effectiveness of
them in microgrid test beds before application in real power systems.
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Thermal Core Logging Technique for
Bazhenov Formation Characterization
 A.V. Gabova*, E.Y. Popov, E.M. Chekhonin, R.A. Romushkevich, Y.A. Popov

Abstract - The paper describes the results of the application of a new thermal core logging technique
developed for the investigation of hydrocarbon fields located in the Bazhenov formation. Continuous nondestructive non-contact profiling of rock thermal conductivity, heterogeneity, and volumetric heat capacity
with 1-2 mm spatial resolution was applied to more than 13 000 full-size core samples from 17 wells with
subsequent analysis of rock thermal anisotropy. The measurement results provided a unique database of
rock thermal properties for the basin, petroleum system, and hydrodynamic modeling. It is shown that
approaches developed for the Bazhenov formation allow the transformation of thermal core logging results
into continuous high-resolution profiles of the following parameters: total organic carbon, sonic waves
velocities, Young’s modulus, Poisson's ratio, sonic anisotropy coefficient, density, and natural radioactivity
of rocks along the well.
Index Terms - thermal core logging, the Bazhenov formation, thermal properties
I. NOMENCLATURE
 thermal conductivity component parallel to bedding (W/(m∙K))
 thermal conductivity component perpendicular to bedding (W/(m∙K))
β thermal inhomogeneity factor parallel to bedding(-)
β thermal inhomogeneity factor perpendicular to bedding (-)
max maximum value of thermal conductivity (W/(m∙K))
min minimum value of thermal conductivity (W/(m∙K))
average average value of thermal conductivity (W/(m∙K))
K
anisotropy coefficient
Vp
P-wave velocity
Vs
S-wave velocity
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II. INTRODUCTION
The volume and quality of experimental data on rock thermal properties, such as rock thermal conductivity and
volumetric heat capacity (VHC) of core samples, can be significantly increased by the development and
application of the non-contact optical scanning technique [1]. The technique allows to measure principal values
of thermal conductivity tensor, coefficient of thermal anisotropy and volumetric heat capacity on core plugs and
full-size core samples. The equipment of scanning technique is shown on Fig.1.

Fig.1. Optical scanning instrument Thermal Conductivity Scanner

Before the measurements one or several rock samples should be placed simultaneously on the sample holder
provided with the optical scanning instrument. The optical scanning software automatically records thermal
properties results for the scan line into an output file after the scanning is completed. Two reference standards
should also be placed on the holder (one at the beginning and one at the end of the scan path). It gives an
opportunity to establish new correlations between thermal properties and other physical properties of rocks
registered by standard core logging.
The technique of optical scanning is applied for conventional and unconventional reservoirs as well [2,3].
However, in 2015-2016 we established the benefits of this technique in application to the study of the Bazhenov
formation that is related to unconventional reservoirs. The Bazhenov formation is the hugest self-contained
source-and-reservoir continuous petroleum system covering more than one million square kilometers (West
Siberia, Russia). High lithological differentiation in Bazhenov deposits is dominated by silicic shales and
carbonates accompanied by extremely high total organic carbon values (of up to 35%). Pyrite content and brittle
mineralogical composition hamper standard thermal properties assessment of low permeable rocks. On Fig.2
there is an example of using thermal core logging for one of the wells of the Bazhenov formation. It gives
information about distribution of thermal properties along the well and its variability. Technique of thermal core
logging applied to 17 wells in 11 reservoirs of the Bazhenov formation allowed us to find the solution of the
following geological and geophysical problems:
 registration of multi-scale heterogeneity of rock formations;
 registration of detailed (spatial resolution of 1-2 mm) continuous profiling of total organic carbon (TOC) along
each of the studied wells with a special technique for the
transformation of thermal conductivity values in TOC values;
 prediction of acoustic anisotropy of rocks in areas where interpretation of acoustic logging data is impossible
or difficult from the established correlations;
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Fig. 2. The distribution of thermal properties of rocks (plots 1-5) and the continuous profile of thermal conductivity  profile
(plot 6) registered along a well. Markers show results of measurements of average thermal conductivity for each core
sample, lines show results of 3-points

 registration of detailed variations of elastic wave (Vp and Vs) velocities along the wells (spatial resolution of 510 cm) from the corresponding established correlations [2];
 definition of dynamic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio along the wells with spatial resolution of 5-10 cm
[2];
 addition (or replacement in some cases) to mechanical scratching method (that has serious limitations in
study of easily breakable rocks of the Bazhenov formation) for detailed (1-2 mm) registration of rocks
heterogeneity and variations of unconfined compressive strength along the wells;
 registration (spatial resolution of 1-2 mm) of natural radioactivity variations of rocks in addition to gamma ray
logging and gamma spectrometry data using correlations between thermal and gamma ray logging and
spectrometry data;
 identification of depth intervals where the use of gamma ray logging for total organic carbon estimation is
severely restricted;
 registration (spatial resolution of 5-10 mm) of rock density variations in addition to gamma-gamma logging
from correlations of rock thermal conductivity vs rock density established.
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III. THERMAL CORE LOGGING TECHNIQUE
Thermal core logging technique consists of using a thermal conductivity scanner, a set of standard samples,
and core samples prepared for measurements. Studied core samples and standard samples are placed on the
non-moving platform. At first, the heat source switches on; then the electromechanical drive moves the heat
source and temperature sensors underneath the standard and studied core samples. Both sets of samples are
scanned by the heat source and infrared temperature sensors that register distribution of temperature along
samples before and after heating. Thermal conductivity scanner that is applied to thermal core logging provides
continuous scanning on cylindrical and flat surfaces of full-sized core samples. As a result of the metrological
study, the following characteristics of rock thermal properties were obtained:
 the measurement uncertainty is not more than 3% for thermal conductivity, 5% ‒ for thermal diffusivity, 6% ‒
for volumetric heat capacity at confidence level of 0,95;
 the range of thermal conductivity of rocks and minerals is 0,2÷45,0 W/(m·К);
 the range of thermal diffusivity of rocks and minerals is (0,09÷5,0)·10-6 m2/s;
the range of VHC of rocks and minerals is 0,8-2,8 MJ/(m3∙К).
Thermal core logging is conducted on all core samples drilled out of a well and that satisfy the requirements of
the equipment. The measurements are performed at room temperature and atmospheric pressure without any
mechanical effect on core samples. For the estimation of thermal anisotropy of rocks, the measurements are
conducted in two directions – along and perpendicular to bedding. Continuous thermal core profiling on each
full-size core sample results in the following data:
 profiles of principal values of thermal conductivity tensor parallel ( ) and perpendicular () to bedding with a
spatial resolution 1-2 mm for  and 100 mm for ;
 profile of volumetric heat capacity;
 thermal inhomogeneity factors β and β defined by minimum (min), maximum (max), and average (average)
values of thermal conductivity as  = (max -min)/average. These factors characterize the degree of inhomogeneity
of core samples related to structural and textural characteristics of rocks [3];
 thermal anisotropy coefficient K defined as  /.
IV. APPLICATIONS OF THERMAL CORE LOGGING TECHNIQUE
A. Correlation between thermal and sonic anisotropy
Rock anisotropy plays an important role in petroleum geophysics. Thermal anisotropy is necessary for
reconstruction of the thermal history of a basin and interpretation of temperature logging data, while acoustic
anisotropy in sedimentary rocks has a significant impact on seismic data processing and reservoir
characterization. However, determination of rock anisotropy is usually a complicated procedure. Common
measurements on cores require sampling several plugs in different directions that leads to the problem of rock
heterogeneity influence. Moreover, full-size cores will be destroyed in this case, which makes the approach
time-consuming and often not reliable. Determination of anisotropy from sonic logging depends on the quality
of the acoustic signal, borehole wall state and mud conditions, as well as the direction of the borehole with
respect to the anisotropic axes of symmetry.
To improve the quality of rock anisotropy study, we combined the sonic logging data with fast, non-contact nondestructive measurements of principal thermal conductivity tensor components on all full-size cores. It
provided a comprehensive analysis of variations in thermal and acoustic anisotropy along two wells drilled in
low-permeable formations in West Siberia (Russia). A strong correlation between thermal and acoustic
anisotropy was established within the Bazhenov formation [3]. It can be used to predict acoustic anisotropy via
results of thermal profiling on cores in the intervals, where quantitative analysis of sonic log is impossible. If
core samples are absent, thermal anisotropy can be estimated on large pieces of cuttings using a laser version
of the optical scanning equipment.
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B. Estimation of geomechanical parameters
Geomechanical parameters are usually estimated from sonic logging, but sometimes it is not possible
technically (low quality of the acoustic signal, inappropriate borehole and mud conditions, low core quality). No
wonder that there are attempts to correlate the thermal and geomechanical properties of rocks, but no one
before did it with a large amount of high-quality thermal conductivity data. Coupling results of sonic logging and
non-destructive non-contact thermal core logging opens wide perspectives for studying the relationship
between the thermal and geomechanical properties. Analyses of the results of thermal and acoustic data
variations resulted in thermal conductivity and elastic wave velocities of the Bazhenov formation rocks.
Correlations for p-wave velocity VP = f (, K) and s-wave velocity VS = g (, K) were identified that allowed us
to predict variations of elastic wave velocities and calculating dynamic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
along wells.
Thus, thermal core logging can improve the quality of geomechanical parameters of the Bazhenov formation
rocks by increasing the vertical spatial resolution and predicting the depth intervals where the estimation of
geomechanical parameters by acoustic logging is impossible or complicated.
C. Application to basin and petroleum systems modeling
The quality of heat flow and rock thermal property data is the crucial issue in basin and petroleum system
modeling. Significant deviations in thermal conductivity values were observed during our integral geothermal
study of the West Siberian platform, necessitating corrections in basin models. Statistical analysis of the
following parameters for the uppermost deposits was performed: variations of the thermal conductivity tensor
components in the parallel and perpendicular directions to the layer stratification (assessed for 2D anisotropy
model of the rock studied); volumetric heat capacity; thermal anisotropy coefficient values; and the average
values of the thermal properties. The uncertainties caused by deviations of thermal conductivity data from its
average values were found to be as high as 45 % leading to unexpected errors in the basin heat flow
determinations.
Thus, essential spatial-temporal variations in the thermal rock properties in the study area should be taken into
account in the thermo-hydrodynamic modeling of heavy oil recovery by thermal methods.
D. Total Organic Carbon estimation based on thermal core logging
A new technique providing the transformation of the thermal conductivity values into total organic carbon
(TOC) values, that identifies organic-rich intervals within the low-permeable dispersive rocks was developed.
Thermal conductivity of rock matrix of the Bazhenov formation was observed to be essentially stable within the
range of 2.5-2.7 W/(m∙K). Stable matrix thermal conductivity along with the high thermal anisotropy coefficient
is characteristic for the Bazhenov formation sediments due to the low rock porosity values. It is experimentally
shown that the measured thermal parameters relate linearly to organic richness rather than to porosity
coefficient deviations.
Thus, the new technique allowed us to record a continuous distribution of TOC values along wells [4].
Comparison of TOC values, estimated from the thermal conductivity values, with experimental pyrolytic TOC
estimations demonstrated high efficiency of the new technique for the organic-rich intervals separation [4].
The data obtained with the new technique are essential for the hydrocarbon generation potential, for basin and
petroleum system modeling application, and estimation of hydrocarbon reserves.
E. Correlation between thermal properties and natural radioactivity of rocks
It is known that the Bazhenov formation rocks are characterized by anomalously high natural radioactivity,
which is related to high content of uranium [5]. A close correlation of thermal conductivity and gamma-ray
logging data is observed in the Bazhenov formation [6]. Application of obtained results makes it possible to
predict natural radioactivity variations along wells with much higher spatial resolution than gamma-ray logging.
Thus, the detailed distribution of natural radioactivity and uranium content, estimated from the results of
thermal core logging, can be used for the express method of core correlation with depth. In addition, it
becomes possible to perform a detailed estimation of the uranium content throughout the Bazhenov formation,
which can be a good link with the results of geochemical studies and analysis of the elemental composition of
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rocks. The detailed pattern of elements and organic matter distribution obtained by identified correlations can
be applied to the analysis of the Bazhenov formation rocks, given that uranium can be typified as the indicator
of deposition environment [7].
V. CONCLUSIONS
• Principal values of the thermal conductivity tensor (along and perpendicular to a bedding plane), volumetric
heat capacity, thermal anisotropy coefficient, and thermal heterogeneity coefficient registered from continuous
thermal core profiling are characterized by their essential variations along wells drilled in the Bazhenov
formation. These thermal properties may be used for stratification and analysis of rocks anisotropy.
• Variations of total organic carbon in the Bazhenov formation rocks determine the close correlations between
physical properties of rocks, including thermal conductivity, sonic wave velocities, density, and natural
radioactivity.
• Established correlations between thermal and other physical parameters of rocks offer opportunities to
improve the quality of studying properties of the Bazhenov formation, by he extensive use of the new thermal
core profiling technique. Among important advantages of using the technique to obtain data on anisotropy,
geochemical and other properties of rocks are:
- fast non-destructive non-contact measurements on full-size core samples;
- continuous profiling of geochemical and other properties of rocks with high spatial resolution inferred from
their correlations with thermal conductivity;
- simplicity and high performance of thermal core profiling.
• High spatial resolution of thermal core profiling offers good prospects of using this method for
characterization of thin geological formations such as the Bazhenov formation.
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Novel Wearable Cardiac Rhythm
Management Systems
Evgenia P. Gilshteyn*, Albert G. Nasibulin

Abstract - This paper discusses the recent results in the area of personalized Cardiac rhythm management
systems using wireless Electrocardiography sensors attached to a skin or cloths. The development of such
systems attracts a lot of attention nowadays as it can be used for recording and diagnosing abnormal
cardiac arrhythmias. Recent achievements have allowed scientists to apply novel approaches of wearable
health-monitoring systems fabrication along with integration of standard mobile phones for personalized
feedback to the patient. This way of connection is much more convenient and comfortable to use compared
to a conventional clinical Holter and event monitor systems. In this review paper, we present all the
major components in wearable biosensor systems and discuss the progress made in this field.
Index Terms - Electrocardiography, Cardiac rhythm management, Wearable technologies, Sensors, Health
monitoring, Stretchable
I. INTRODUCTION
Сardiac rhythm disorders impact millions of people each year. Some arrhythmias are difficult to diagnose as
they appear sporadically in otherwise healthy adults and do not pose a threat to heart health [1]. Other
arrhythmias, however, could indicate serious problems, which can cause ricks to life. Field of cardiology, which
deals with identifying and managing cardiac rhythm disorders, is called Cardiac Rhythm Management (CRM). It
may involve the use of artificial pacemakers or implantable cardioverter-defibrillators as well as antiarrhythmic drugs [2]. To capture frequent arrhythmias, a Holter monitor may be used. This is a portable device
for continuously monitoring the electrical activity of the heart for 24 hours [3]. Such device records the
electrical signals from the heart via a series of electrodes attached to the chest. The number and position of
electrodes varies by model, but most recording systems employ from three to eight ones [4].
To monitor patients with cardiac symptoms that only occur sporadically (e.g. once or twice a month), a cardiac
event monitor can be used. Event monitors are activated only when the arrhythmia occurs or symptoms are felt.
The advantage is that these recorders may be used for a longer period. This type of device typically records
cardiac events for 30-60 seconds. The recordings can then be transmitted via the telephone to
Electrocardiography (ECG) technicians for further processing.
Research on the development of flexible, stretchable, conformal and wearable sensors, which can be mounted
on the human skin has been gaining increasing interest [5]-[9]. These sensors are capable of providing real
time information about the vital signs of an individual’s health and physical condition. There have been reports
on the use of these sensors in health tracking devices [10]-[13]. The various applications of wearable sensors
have a range of monitoring parameters, such as body movement, body temperature, Electrocardiogram (ECG),
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Electroencephalogram (EEG), and blood pressure for different uses in the biomedical, medical skin care
industries [14]-[18].
This paper discusses recent achievements in the field of wearable skin-like monitors, with a focus on remote
Cardiac Monitoring Systems (CMSs) and developments in wearable sensor systems, which have led to a
number of exciting clinical applications.
II. WEARABLE ELECTRONICS
With the significant rise of smart devices in recent years, the powerful combination of computing technology
and internet connectivity has moved from our offices and homes to our bags and pockets and finally to our
clothes and body. Around 5 years ago, one could hardly predict creation of devices that can be worn on the body,
or even inside the body, in combination with the idea that computing technology and the internet will be
accessible anywhere as an integrated part of our environment.
Such novel devices are often linked to a smartphone that acts as the internet hub for the device and powers
related apps. Other devices or technologies – such as e-textiles – can be grouped in the wearable technology
category, but may not use internet connectivity.
The term wearable electronics refers to the type of electronic devices that are worn or mounted on the human
body or clothing for an extended period of time [19]. Wearable devices can be divided into two classes, 1) those
which are attached to clothing and 2) those which are mounted on the body.
There has been a serious need for the development of flexible and stretchable wearable electronic systems to
overcome the drawbacks of ambulatory methods for monitoring the vital signs of individuals. These devices
should be capable of monitoring the patient over weeks or even months. Such devices can be used in
biomedical, epidermal, military and environmental monitoring applications [20]-[24]. Flexibility and
stretchability can improve the functionality of these devices while they are attached on the body. During the last
decade, the improvement of wearable electronic devices has led to an increasing interest in the design and
fabrication of health monitoring and wearable sensors [25]-[28].

III. WEARABLE ECG SENSORS
Wearable sensors have diagnostic, as well as monitoring applications. A conceptual representation of a system
for remote monitoring is shown in Fig. 1 [29]. Wearable sensors are used to gather physiological and movement
data thus enabling patient's status monitoring [30]. Sensors to monitor vital signs (e.g. heart rate and
respiratory rate) would be deployed, for instance, to monitor patients with congestive heart failure or patients
with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease undergoing clinical intervention. Sensors for movement data
capturing would be used for monitoring the effectiveness of home-based rehabilitation interventions in stroke
survivors or the use of mobility assistive devices in older adults. Wireless communication is relied upon to
transmit patient's data to a mobile phone or an access point and relay the information to a remote center via
the Internet. Emergency situations (e.g. falls) are detected via data processing implemented throughout the
system, and an alarm message is sent to an emergency service center to provide immediate assistance to
patients. Family members and caregivers are alerted in case of an emergency but could also be notified in
other situations when the patient requires assistance with, for instance, taking his/her medications. Clinical
personnel can remotely monitor patient's status and be alerted in case a medical decision has to be made.
Despite the potential advantages of a remote monitoring system relying on wearable sensors like the one described
above, there are significant challenges ahead before such a system can be utilized on a large scale. These challenges
include technological barriers such as limitations of currently available battery technology as well cultural barriers such
as the association of a stigma with the use of medical devices for home-based clinical monitoring.
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The heart rate (HR) or pulse is the frequency of cardiac cycles, expressed as beats per minute. The HR
changes according to the body’s need and is susceptible to alteration in the body’s normal state. Any
major change to the physical or mental state of a person usually changes the pulse. Therefore, HR is used
as one of the vital signs to assess the physical and mental state of a person [31].

Fig. 1. Illustration of a remote health monitoring system based on wearable sensors [29].

To measure the HR more accurately, electrical, optical, and strain sensors can be used. In the case of
electrical measurement, skin electrodes are used to pick up the depolarization signal from the heart
muscles. This technique is known as electrocardiography (ECG).
The devices, which can be attached to the skin have moduli, thicknesses, and other Physical properties that are
well matched to the epidermis, with the ability to conform to the relief on its surface. We therefore refer to this
class of technology as an «epidermal electronic system» (EES). Such EES can be configured for measuring
ECG, EMG (electromyography), and EEG (electroencephalography) in conformal, skin-mounted modes without
conductive gels or penetrating needles provide important, system-level demonstrations. In addition to health
monitoring, ECG is a useful diagnostic technique for assessing the cardiovascular system. Although ECG
measurements are conventionally done using 12 leads, the signal can be picked up by using two electrodes
placed on the chest [32]. However, the signal intensity drops as the spacing between the electrodes is reduced
[33]. Xu et al. used two electrodes in a band-aid form, as shown in Fig. 2 [34].

Fig. 2. Electrocardiography (ECG) using a flexible and stretchable sensor system. Left - optical images of the sensor system on the
forearm, with a pair of epidermal electrodes in self-similar serpentine mesh layouts (inset optical micrograph); right - a detailed view of
the ECG signal shows the expected Q, R, and S waveforms [30].

Andreoni et al. [35] designed custom T-shirt with embedded electrodes for monitoring ECG, HR, and R-R
interval. The electrodes were made of silver-based conductive yarns and relied on body sweat to improve the
conductivity of the skin-electrode interface and signal quality. The device also included a three-axis
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accelerometer for fall detection, and it could transmit the data over low-power Bluetooth. An elastic fabricmade ECG vest was presented in [36], which consisted of three electrodes, a data acquisition module and also
supported robust contact of the electrodes with the skin. The electrodes were fabricated from Ni/Cu coated
polymer foam that was enclosed by an Au-coated conductive fabric. The skin-electrode impedance was low and
remained stable over a longer period, due to the conductive and flexible nature of the substrate.
Jeong et al. [37] proposed an ECG monitoring system where they used similar technology as [36] to develop
flexible capacitive electrodes and integrated them in a chest belt. A noise cancellation and peak detection
algorithm was performed on the raw ECG data to find out the QRS complex, and HR, although a detailed
description of the algorithm was not provided. The authors reported achieving high sensitivity and high accuracy
in detecting QRS complexes. The electrodes used in the ECG systems presented in [35]–[37] were in direct
contact with the skin.
Nemati et al. [38] embedded a small, low–power, wireless ECG monitoring system in a stretchable belt where
three capacitive electrodes were integrated into a cotton T-shirt, thus enabling ECG measurements to be
performed over the cloth. The signal processing and communication modules were mounted on a small twolayer printed circuit board (PCB). Power consumption was minimized by selecting low power electronic
components for the system, as well as by adopting idle mode signal sampling technique. However, the rigid
electrodes can be inconvenient to the users and may induce motion artifacts in the signal.
Many researchers have developed and made use of piezoelectric pressure sensors for measuring the HR by
sensing the arterial pulse wave generated by the periodic contraction and relaxation of the heart. Yoon et al.
[39] as well as Tajitsu et al. [40] designed a skin attachable piezoelectric pressure sensor and demonstrated its
usability in HR estimation by sensing the pulse wave in human artery. The pulse wave measured from the wrist
by this sensor had similar pattern as the ECG signal and showed high accuracy as well as less vulnerability to
motion-induced noise.
Some researchers have exploited system-on-chip (SOC) technologies to integrate both analog and digital signal
processing units for on-chip ECG signal processing. Izumi et al. [41] developed a wearable system that
incorporated a near field communication (NFC) module, a three-axis accelerometer, and an ECG processor chip.
Among the novel approaches being developed is one that uses almost no power. MC10, a venture-backed company,
is commercializing Professor John Rogers’ previous research on stretchable inorganic electronics (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Biostamp prototype - Courtesy of MC10 Company web-site [6].

The prototype of health monitoring system a seamless sensing sticker that by stretching, flexing, and moving
with the body, is redefining the interface between humans and electronics [42]. MC10 is developing a number of
products in multiple markets, including fitness, consumer health, and medical devices. This device uses nearfield communications like an RFID tag and contains a very small, low-capacity thin-film battery that is also
charged through the near-field link.
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One more approach in wearable ECG devices fabrication is implementation of nanomaterials, such as carbon
nanotubes. Ha-Chul Jung et.al. successfully fabricated CNT/PDMS (carbon nanotubes/polydimethylsiloxane)
composite electrodes which were flexible, biocompatible, and suitable for long-term measurement of the ECG
signals [43]. The proposed CNT/PDMS composite electrodes measured ECG signals robustly even in the
presence of motion or sweat, and were connectable to commercial ECG machine without an adaptor. The
aforementioned results indicate that the composite electrodes are suitable for long-term ECG monitoring due
to biocompatibility and robust performance under conditions of motion and sweat.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a plethora of wearable medical devices has been demonstrated with applications in vital signs
monitoring, such as ECG signal sensing. In this review paper, we listed and discussed most recent
wearable monitoring devices, focusing on biosignals such as heart rate, by mean of ECG.
The primary purpose of a wearable health monitoring system is to allow people to lead independent and active
lives in their familiar home environment while ensuring continuous, non-invasive, non-intrusive, and seamless
surveillance of their health and physical well-being. However, despite significant advances in the past decade,
there are challenges that require further research and development in order to improve the performance of
such systems. First, the biosignal measurement systems very often suffer from low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
that primarily evolves from the noise induced by the movement of the user. Second, a key concern for the
wearable healthcare system is associated with the privacy and security of the sensitive medical information of
the user. Third, low power consumption and high energy efficiency are critical for long-term monitoring
systems. Power requirement of the system can be satisfied by using low power components, more efficient
batteries or by employing energy harvesting techniques. Fourth, an efficient data compression algorithm needs
to be implemented in the central node in order to deal with a large volume of data and transmit them to the
nearest gateway. Fifth, in order to achieve widespread acceptance among the people, the systems need to be
affordable, easy-to-use, un-obtrusive, and inter-operable among various computing platforms. Authors hope
that this review will provide readers with the recent progress in these novel biosensors.
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Review of Alkaline - Surfactant - Polymer
(ASP) Flooding: Past and Present
Anastasia Ivanova

Abstract - More than 50% of original oil in place is still trapped in the reservoir after primary and secondary
oil recovery. Thus, there is a need in tertiary recovery or enhanced oil recovery methods. It is well known
that chemical flooding is one of the most perspective and widely used technologies for enhanced oil
recovery. Chemical or alkaline-surfactant-polymer flooding is a combination method in which alkali,
surfactant and polymer are injected into the wellbore. However, despite it is effectivity, this method has
several limits. Pilot and field experiments have been conducted to obtain optimal chemical compositions
for different reservoirs. This paper focuses on the review of ASP flooding technology and its application in
oil industry. In addition, several suggestions are proposed for chemical flooding in carbonate reservoirs.
Index Terms - Enhanced Oil Recovery; Surfactant/polymer/alkaline flooding; Interfacial tension; Synergy in ASP.
I. NOMENCLATURE
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EV
BO
SO
Vp

water relative permeability (-)
oil relative permeability (-)
viscosities of oil and water respectively (Pa*s)
Darcy's velocity (m/s)
brine viscosity (Pa*s)
oil/water interfacial tension (mN/m)
contact angle (0)
microscopic displacement efficiency (-)
areal displacement efficiency (-)
vertical displacement efficiency (-)
formation volume factor of the oil (bbl/stb)
oil saturation (%)
permeability variation (%)
II. INTRODUCTION

There are three oil recovery methods for hydrocarbon recovery – primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary
recovery is due to the natural energy that moves oil from formation to the producing wells by the pressure
differential between the high pressure in rock formation and low pressure in the wellbore. This method is
limited and may recover up to 20% of original oil in place. In secondary recovery, water or gas are injected for
natural pressure maintenance. This is a widely used method for decreasing residual oil saturation by oil
displacement. Waterflooding is applied in water-wet reservoirs. After waterflooding, as much as 50% of origin
oil in place is still trapped in the reservoir due to high capillary forces of water. Therefore, there is a need in
tertiary recovery or enhanced oil recovery (EOR). Tertiary methods include chemical flooding, gas methods,
thermal recovery (steam injection) or a combination of two or more of those methods. Injected fluids react with
reservoir rocks and alter their properties, which helps to gain additional oil from the reservoir. Tertiary
methods aid in recovery of about 80% of original oil in place in oil-wet reservoirs [1] - [7]. This paper focuses on
Ivanova A.A. is from the Hydrocarbon Recovery Center, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Skolkovo Innovation Center, Building
3, Moscow 143026, Russia (e-mail: Anastasia.ivanova@skoltech.ru).
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advantages and disadvantages of one of the tertiary methods named chemical flooding. Chemical flooding
includes alkaline, polymer, surfactant flooding either together or separately. In the last years, this technology
have become very popular to research, because of growing demand from the industry.
III. RESEARCH PAPER PREPARATION
A. Polymer flooding
The main object of polymer solution injection is increasing viscosity of water, so sweep efficiency is improved by
reducing viscous fingering (Fig.1).

Fig.1 Reduction of viscous fingering by adding polymer to water [1]

An important parameter for the indication of a displacement process is mobility ratio between water (displacing
fluid) and oil (displaced fluid). By definition, mobility ratio is a ratio of water mobility to oil mobility (Eq. 1):
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It is well known, that volumetric sweep efficiency will increase if M decreases. Polymer addition to water causes
viscosity increase, which results in water mobility reduction. Thus, water will move slowly. This effect is called a
permeability reduction effect [5].
Polymer solution viscosity depends on the concentration of added polymer. The more concentration of polymer
in solution, the higher the viscosity. There are several types of polymers which are used in oil recovery, but
generally, Hydrolyzed Polyacrylamide (HPAM) is used, because it is cheap, easy to produce and stable under
typical reservoir conditions. HPAM is an anionic polymer with strong intra-chain molecular repulsion. If salt is
added to polymer solution, repulsion between molecules will reduce, and polymer precipitation may occur.
Thus, polymer solution viscosity will reduce. Polymer solution viscosity depends on salinity and can be
estimated by the Flory-Huggins equation [8]. When the value of salinity in reservoir is high, polymer will
disintegrate, and solution viscosity will be low. This means that the amount of polymer needed for viscosity
maintenance is huge.
It is experimentally shown that polymer with high molecular weight (up to 10^6 g/mol) imparts higher viscosity to
solution than the low molecular weight polymer at the same concentration [9], [10]. Therefore, it is preferable to
use the high molecular weight polymer.
Indeed, polymer addition to water will decrease residual oil saturation. This is a significant factor for oil
recovery.
B. Surfactant flooding
The main object of surfactant solution injection is low interfacial tension (IFT) effect between oil and brine
solution. It is known that to reduce residual oil saturation, the capillary number must be up to 10-4 [5]. Capillary
number is defined as a ratio of viscous forces to capillary forces (Eq. 2).
���

�� = ������

(2)

A typical capillary number of waterflooding is 10-7. Thus, as can be seen from Eq.2, there are three ways to
increase Nc: 1) increasing brine viscosity; 2) increasing injection fluid velocity and 3) decreasing IFT between
brine and oil. Injection fluid velocity is limited due to pump capacity. Moreover, if velocity of fluid is high enough,
then injection pressure can be higher than formation pressure. Brine viscosity can be increased by polymer
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addition. However, sometimes polymer injection is limited too; for instance, large polymer molecules cannot
penetrate through small formation pores. The only option left is to reduce IFT.
One promising way to minimize capillary pressure (or IFT) of water is by adding surfactants to brine solution.
Because of amphiphilic properties (Fig.2), surfactant molecules may orient on dimeric interface between oil and
water and reduce interfacial tension. Thus, low oil-water interfacial tension reduces the capillary pressure and
allows water to displace additional oil. To recover additional oil from formation, the IFT between a surfactant
solution and oil should be reduced from 20 – 40 to 10-2 – 10-3 mN/m [3], [5]. It is known that not every surfactant
solution may cause such great reduction. There are only a few solutions and they are expensive. However, such
surfactants are used since due to the lowest IFT, oil droplets can ﬂow free through pore throats because of
reduced capillary pressure of water. Then, the oil droplets move forward and merge with oil down the stream to
form a huge oil bank, which can be more easily recovered.

Fig.2 Amphiphilic surfactant molecule [2]

Due to amphiphilic properties, surfactants are added to change wettability of rock surface, for instance, in oilwet carbonate reservoirs [11], [12].
The main problem with using surfactants is their high adsorption on rock surfaces. Surfactants adsorption
depends on many factors, such as pH of solution, hydrophilic or hydrophobic types of rock surfaces and surface
charge. If the adsorption is too high, then large quantities of surfactants will be required to produce a small
amount of oil, which is not economic. There is one way to minimize the adsorbed amount of surfactant - to add
alkaline [13] - [16].
C. Alkaline flooding
Generally, NaOH and Na2CO3 or mixture thereof are used in alkaline flooding.
In comparison with surfactants, alkalis are less expensive and environmental friendly, so alkalis adsorption on
the grain surface instead of surfactants makes flooding economically preferable.
Due to electrostatic attraction between opposite charges, surfactant molecules will adsorb on rock surface.
Thus, a huge amount of surfactant will be wasted. However, if alkali is added, it can also adsorb on surface,
thereby preventing surfactant adsorption. The mechanism of competitive adsorption between anionic surfactant
and alkali on carbonate rock surface is presented on Fig.3.

Fig.3. The mechanism of competitive adsorption between anionic surfactant and alkali on carbonate rock surface [17]

It should be noted that decreasing surfactants adsorption by adding alkalis is preferable in case surfactant
molecules and rock surface have opposite charge, for instance, cationic surfactant and negative charged
surface or anionic surfactant and positive charged surface.

Another important fact about alkalis injection is capability to generate in situ surfactants (Fig.4). Alkalis may
react with the acid component in a crude oil.
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HA + OH- → A- + H2O

Fig.4. Reaction of surfactant generation [5]

Due to this, less surfactants are needed. However, it is experimentally shown that generated surfactants cannot
decrease IFT to 10-2, their amount is not enough. Therefore injecting only alkaline solution without surfactant
solution into wellbore will not lead to increasing oil recovery.
In addition, alkaline solutions may cause precipitation of several inorganic scales. In fact, when alkaline
solutions are injected into wellbore, concentration of OH- ions is increased. In high salinity brines, when
divalents Ca2+ and Mg2+ exist in high concentration, OH- ions react with them and cause several scales
precipitation. Especially, it happens in carbonate rock formations, where amount of Ca2+ and Mg2+ is too high.
Due to this, formation rocks lose their flow properties. Moreover, polymer solution may lose its viscosity at such
conditions.
D. Synergy of alkaline – surfactant – polymer (ASP) flooding
The key of using three components together is their synergy effect. For improving displacement efficiency,
alkaline - surfactant - polymer slug is injected into wellbore [18] - [21]. Thus, more residual oil can be
recovered from one well. As can be seen from Eq.3 [1], overall oil recovery is defined as:

��� =

�� ���� ��� ��� ���
��

(3)

Therefore, to achieve maximum of oil recovery (Eq.3), all chemical compounds should be injected. Synergy
effect makes ASP flooding an economically and efficiently profitable technology.
The example of ASP flooding is shown on Fig.5. Typical ASP formulations involve 0.2 PV (pore volume) of 1%
surfactant and 0.5% alkali, chased by 0.3 PV or more of a solution containing 1000 ppm polymer [1].

Fig.5. ASP flooding

E. Status of ASP technology
In comparison with other methods, ASP is the most complicated and expensive. Nevertheless, ASP flooding
may improve oil recovery from geologically challenging reservoirs and unconventional reservoirs.
The one serious ASP flooding challenge is surfactant molecules adsorption on rock surfaces. Addition of alkalis
is not suitable for every reservoir conditions. It is known that around 60% of rocks are carbonates, however in
carbonates rock formations alkalis injection will not work. In addition, anionic surfactants such as petroleum
sulphonates or a-olefin sulphonates are more often used, due to ultra-low IFT reduction. In comparison with
cationic surfactants, anionic ones are less expensive and more environmentally friendly. Those facts make their
use preferable in all rocks types. However, in carbonates high adsorption may occur, so anionic surfactant
flooding has economic barriers.
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Therefore, the technology open questions are:
1) Can we use ASP flooding in carbonates?
2) Are there more advantages of alkaline solution injection than disadvantages?
3) Is there an alternative method to decrease surfactants molecules adsorption on rocks?
Another problem involves polymer not-reversible destruction under reservoir conditions with high temperature
and/or high salinity. Until nowadays there is no polymer, which will be stable under such conditions. Therefore
another question to work out is:
4) Can we synthesize a more stable polymer?
To overcome listed below questions, researchers from over the world start to investigate nanoparticles
properties for using in ASP flooding. As a result, in the last few years, nanotechnology has been applied in
enhanced oil recovery [22] – [28]. There are several works dedicated to surfactant and polymer flooding. It was
experimentally proven that addition of silica nanoparticles to surfactant solution reduces adsorption not only on
sandstone, but also on carbonates rock formations and alters wettability from oil-wet to water-wet type. As a
result, that will lead to the reduction of residual oil saturation. To explain these results, it is expected that
surfactant adsorption reduction on carbonate rocks is more due to particles adsorption than surfactants
molecules. Silica nanoparticles have negative surface charge and can attract to positive charge surfaces.
Moreover, silica nanoparticles are not expensive and cost the same as alkali. Thus, flooding cost will not
increase, that is a very important to economics.
Moreover, there are also several works focused on polymer mixture with different nanoparticles. It was found
that addition of Al2O3 nanoparticles makes polymer more stable, thus, viscosity of solution can be maintained
high enough [24]. In addition, it was found that Fe3O4, TiO2, ZnO2 nanoparticles have the same influence of
polymer solutions [24], [26].
As a result, nanotechnology is a new and very perspective approach in using for enhancing oil recovery.
However, there have been no field tests with nanoparticles in brine solutions, all experiments are only provided
in the laboratories.
Consequently, the summary of all above mentioned about ASP technology and synergy of its components is:
1) Alkalis decrease surfactant adsorption and react with crude oil to generate in situ soaps, thus less surfactant
is needed;
2) Nanoparticles with surfactant decrease IFT between oil and brine solution, and also surfactant molecules
adsorption, thus less surfactant is needed;
3) The microscopic displacement efficiency is increased by surfactant and alkali injection;
4) The areal displacement efficiency and the vertical displacement efficiency are increased by polymer;
5) Polymer improves sweep efficiency.
Therefore, it is still needed to perform many laboratory experiments to find the best chemical composition for
each reservoirs. It seems very interesting to apply nanoparticles instead of alkalis, because they influence on
solutions properties in the same way.
As for me, applying nanotechnology in oil recovery seems to be prospective. However, experimental data were
provided only in research laboratories, not in the real field cases. Thus, to implement this new technology in
industry, it is needed to perform more experiments, which include measurements of nanoparticles adsorption
on surface, their distribution throw porous media etc.
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Review of Kerogen Thermal Destruction
Kinetics and Deconvolution Technique
Application
Nikolai Mitiurev

Abstract - Within all unconventional resources, unmatured kerogen seems to be the most promising one
due to its enormous quantity. Kerogen is a solid-state insoluble polymeric organic matter with biogenic
origin. There are several directions in kerogen research devoted to stages and details of its field
development. In this paper, kerogen thermal destruction kinetics and use of deconvolution technique are
discussed. It was found out that the accuracy of single reaction description is insufficient. While the multiple
independent reactions with different activation energies approach cannot be used for mechanism
investigations, its results can be applied in basin modeling [1].
Index Terms - Kerogen, Pyrolysis, Kinetics, Deconvolution technique.
I. NOMENCLATURE

EA
T
t
R

reaction rate (%w/s)
reaction constant (-)
concentration (mol/l)
frequency factor (-)
activation energy(kJ/mol)
temperature (⁰C)
time (s)
ideal gas constant (≈8,31

α
Δ

conversion (%)
big amount of heat

�

⁰�����

)

II. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, rapid depletion of conventional hydrocarbon resources on the one hand, and the absence of worthy
alternatives on the other, have stimulated a lot of scientific investigations in search of new energy source. One
of them could be unconventional oil and gas. Those resources have been known for quite a while, however their
development was and still is inefficient in most cases [2].
Kerogen is one of the unconventional hydrocarbon resources. To obtain hydrocarbons from it, pyrolysis can be
used. Pyrolysis is the reaction of thermochemical decomposition of organic substances at high temperature in
the absence of oxygen. Due to the complexity of the process, deconvolution technique can be applied [3].

Mitiurev N.A. is from the Hydrocarbon Recovery Center, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Skolkovo Innovation Center, Building
3, Moscow 143026, Russia (e-mail: N.Miturev@skoltech.ru).
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III. RESEARCH PAPER PREPARATION
A. Kerogen structure, types and maturation level
There are two main theories about kerogen complicated structure containing related aromatic and aliphatic
fragments. The first one tells that there are polyaromatic “islands” with aliphatic chains between them, and the
second one states that there is single huge polyaromatic structure with aliphatic chains growing from it. There
is no leading theory of kerogen structure for this day and age. Anyhow, despite structural argument, there is a
general consensus that kerogen has three types of origin and three stages of maturation, as illustrated in
Figure 1:

Fig.1. Van Krevelen diagram of kerogen maturation [4]

The types of origin are: sapropelic or first type kerogen (algal from lakes); lipid-rich or second type kerogen
(phyto-and zooplankton of seas); and humic or third type kerogen from land plants [5].
Aside from that, there are also three main stages of kerogen maturation. Diagenesis represents the sum of all
processes, chiefly chemical, by which changes occur in organic matter after its deposition but before its final
lithification (conversion to rock). Example of unmatured kerogen structure is given in Figure 2.

Fig.2. Unmatured kerogen [4]
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The second stage is called catagenesis, which continues sedimentation processes. This is the phase of
kerogen thermal destruction and hydrocarbons formation. At this stage, over time, aliphatic components split
off and form oil and gas, while the remaining molecule becomes more and more aromatic. Kerogen structure
during catagenesis is illustrated in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Kerogen, going through decomposition processes [4]

The last one, preceding the final conversion to graphite is metagenesis stage. This is the phase of secondary
metamorphic processes and mainly methane generation from kerogen. Kerogen structure (in Figure 4) is
almost aromatic at this stage and in the end reaches graphite state.

Fig. 4. Remaining structure with increased aromaticity [4]

All three stages can be divided into subgroups according temperature level, depth of formation, carbon weight
percentage, etc. The ones relevant for the current study relate to catagenesis. They are organized in three big
stages: protocatagenesis (PC), mesocatagenesis (MC) and apocatogenesis (AC). We are particularly interested
in PC 1-3 and MC 1-3 subgroups. They are devoted to unmatured kerogen or one that has started to produce
hydrocarbons kerogen within the so-called oil window [6]. All subgroups are presented in Table I.
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Table I. Classification of kerogens.
PC 1
Protocatagenesis

PC 2
PC 3
MC 1
MC 2

Mesocatagenesis

MC 3
MC 4
MC 5
AC 1
AC 2

Apocatagenesis

AC 3
AC 4

B. Kerogen pyrolysis reaction mechanism
First of all, mechanism of the reaction should be discussed. Assuming that there is no oxygen access to the
place of kerogen sedimentation and that reaction goes because of energy transfer via heat, it was stated that
the process of kerogen thermal destruction has radical mechanism [7]. Summing this with the knowledge
about kerogen structure leads to the assumption that the first stage of the reaction is decomposition of C-C
bond in aliphatic chain.
�

�� �� � ���� � �� �� � � �� ���

(1)

After that, there is a big row of different types of the following reactions: cyclization, condensation,
hydrogenation, etc. They are difficult to analyze due to the complexity of the process, and thus reaction behavior
cannot be predicted. However, because the first step is the rate-limiting one due to the radical type of the
reaction, with good approximation, it is the only one that needs to be described. So, in theory, kerogen thermal
destruction should be described with single chemical reaction. But, as experimental data shows, error, in this
case, can be quite significant [8].
C. Kinetics theory
The main kinetics equation can be written as follows for a homogeneous liquid system:
�=

��

(2)

��

In our case, kerogen is a solid substance, from which products of all states (gaseous, liquid and solid) are
obtained. These products present a whole variety of oil-related hydrocarbons.
�
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(3)

For such system reaction rate will be written with conversion level instead of concentration.
����������
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Here, change of kerogen amount within time is also equaled to reaction constant k, which can be expressed via
the Arrhenius equation:
��

� � �����

(5)

A is frequency factor, which in our case means possibility of bond braking, and Ea is an activation energy, which
means the energy required to start the reaction.
So, there are two unknowns (Ea and A) and because of that at least three experimental curves with different
heating rates need to be obtained for stable solution of the Arrhenius equation. If the calculated curve does not
match with the experimental one, two approaches can be used [9]. The first one is based on the use of several
stages reaction. This approach can be realized in NETSCH program for instance. The second approach is to use
deconvolution technique, which is discussed below.
D. Deconvolution technique
Deconvolution technique is an algorithm that divides initial spectrum to a row of smaller parts, the sum of
which needs to match with the initial line. In the case of kerogen thermal destruction, this technique can be
used as follows. Let us suppose that there is a number of “reactions” with certain activation energies. All of
them are just single unrelated independent first order reactions, and for each of them reaction rate equation
can be written. Thus, they all can be considered individually with their own level of conversion, but with the
following requirement: the sum of their conversions must equal conversion of experimental graphs for any
temperature. Comparison of experimental and calculated curves is shown on Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Experimental (bold) and calculated (squares) curves

Since the number of variables after such operation increases significantly (instead of one activation energy
there is a row of them), multiple solutions become possible. Therefore, there is a need for calculation control.
Also it should be mentioned that these “reactions” do not have chemical or physical meaning. So, this is just a
mathematical operation, which is the main drawback of this method. Yet, it can be used in prediction of
probable conversion level under certain conditions (temperature and time of heating substance) [10].
Number of first-order independent reactions with discrete distribution was applied for the first time by Tissot
and Espitalie, 1975 [11]. Distribution of activation energies looks like on the Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Activation energy distribution

There is another approach with assumes that there is Gaussian or normal distribution of activation energies
about concrete mean, firstly suggested by Pitt, 1961 [12]. In the case of normal distribution, it is defined by
mean and standard deviation.
E. Conclusions
1) Kerogen thermal destruction is a complicated radical process with lots of uncertainties.
2) Since a simple first order reaction equation does not perfectly match experimental data, the error can be
significant.
3) For a better match of theoretical curve with the experimental one, deconvolution technique can be used.
4) There is a need for calculation control due to evaluation volatility, since there is a possibility of multiple
equation solutions.
5) Although data obtained by deconvolution of kinetic curves is not suitable for mechanism investigations, it can
be used for kerogen pyrolysis conversion prediction, which is required for basin modeling.
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Prevention of Folding Processes
in Conjugated Polymer Chains:
Techniques and Structures
A. Naumov

Abstract - Folding of polymer chains in conjugated polymer–based materials is often considered as
undesirable process because it can cause crystal structure defects, leading to decrease in charge carrier
mobility of the material. The present review covers techniques used for prevention of folding and possible
strategies for orientation control of unfolded chains.
Index Terms - Conjugated polymers; folding; organic electronics
I. INTRODUCTION
From industrial point of view, control of the morphology of conjugated polymer systems is important for altering
device properties and increasing its performance. It has been observed experimentally and in calculations, that
long polymer chains tend to self-folding [1]. In case of a crystallite, it can lead to the so-called lamellar
structure (Fig. 1), while inside amorphous regions and in solution, polymer chains may form highly disordered
randomly folded chunks. Moreover, folding process seems to provoke lesser level of crystallinity of polymer
bulk samples [2], which is usually undesirable.

Fig. 1. Scheme of a lamellar layer, adopted from [1]

The question of polymer folding is closely related to self-assembly processes in polymer films, and polymer
structure engineering. In the following short review we will summarize some existing approaches to polymer
folding control and will speculate on their industrial applications.
A. Naumov is with the Center of Electrochemical Energy Storage, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Skolkovo Innovation Center,
Building 3, Moscow 143026, Russia (e-mail: artem.naumov@skolkovotech.ru).
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II. APPROACHES TO FOLDING MITIGATION
A. Folding control parameters
The parameters controlling chain folding are the following:
1. Molecular weight, or chain length
2. ࣊ - conjugation
3. Weak forces, non-bonded interactions.
It is known for well-studied polymer systems, that every particular polymer has its own conjugation length,
related to delocalization of ࣊ െorbitals along the backbone. For example, for regioregular poly (3hexylthiophene) (P3HT) conjugation length is equal to 8 monomers [3]. So, on some length of the backbone, this
mechanism is sufficient to maintain backbone planarity and prevent it from folding. However, with the
increasing number of monomers, van-der-Waals forces start to prevail, making folded structure energetically
more favorable. In the case of P3HT, this equals to over 20 monomers in the backbone [4].

Fig. 2. Cryo-TEM image of two P3HT nanowires with different orientations, adopted from [1].

These considerations are only true if one chain is being considered. In a crystal form, ࣊-stacking
intermolecular interaction mechanism increases rigidity of the backbone, leading to highly ordered structures
called "nanowires" (Fig. 2).
B. Side chain functionalization
One solution to the folding problem is self-assembling layers of polymer chains. In this scheme, side chains of
a polymer are functionalized in a way that ends of these chains, belonging to different molecules, interact with
each other [2]. These leads to a specific self-assembling structure resistable to folding (see Fig. 3). Selected
functional groups enable face-on or edge-on orientation correspondingly.
C. Polymer chain isolation
Another interesting approach is isolation of separate polymer chains with small molecules in solution.
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Fig. 3. Polymers with no H-bonding(1)and H-bonding capable polymers containing carboxylic acids(2)and urea(3) groups. Corresponding
packing structures are marked with letters A-C on the right. Adopted from [2].

This not only prevents a polymer from aggregation, but also allows studying single rod-like molecules with
experimental techniques [5]. In one of the examples cationic polythiophene is used in a composite solution with
various kinds of bile acid to achieve polymer backbone isolation effect (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Cationic polythiophene and bile acid small molecules used in experiment, adopted from [5].

D. Top-down approaches
While the two ways of structure control described above employ the so-called bottom-up approach, assuming
use of intra-molecular assembling, there are approaches using prefabricated templates or lithography (topdown approach) [6]. Perforated hard templates, such as anodic aluminum oxide, can be used for controlled
polymerization of high-ordered structures from monomer solution of P3HT. Graphitic surfaces demonstrate an
ability to attach conjugated polymers via strong ࣊ െ ࣊ interaction [6]. Another way to decrease folding while
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increasing conjugation length along the backbone is to use nano-grooved substrates. As an example, a polymer
drop-casted onto Si grooved substrate shows increased structural ordering and increased charge carrier
mobility [7].

III. CONCLUSIONS
We have reviewed five possible approaches to polymer chain folding prevention, in semi-crystalline form and in
solution. In case of polymer #3 (Fig. 3), we must definitely get a stable structure preventing chain folding, due to
two effects: vdW interaction between side chains, and strong ࣊ െstacking between the backbones. Our idea is
that the proposed functional side chains can be in principle combined with another polymer backbone, so that
we get hundreds of polymers structure of which can be verified computationally. In addition, this approach can
potentially lead to a discovery of even better functional groups for side-chain-induced self-assembly. The
industrial applications of the considered approaches are numerous. To name some, graphitic surfaces and
template approach can lead to a better (or close to ideal) ordering of donor-acceptor domains in organic solar
cells, which in turn will get increased electronic properties. The nano-grooved substrates, graphitic surfaces,
and templates have shown great potential for organic field effect transistor design. Isolation approach for
cationic polythiophene has shown the strongest shift in absorbance spectra of P3HT in solution (unique red
P3HT); this can find applications in optoelectronic devices. Complex approach, combining described options,
can lead to even better device performance and improved production techniques.
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Status of Nanoindentation Testing
in Shales
Evgeny Shilov


Abstract - Nanoindentation Testing (NIT) technique is a method that has found its application in petroleum
industry as a method for determining geomechanical properties at very small scales. It was developed in
the last decades, but before shales revolution there was a lack of interest of its usage in the industry. Just
recently the situtation has been changed, and this paper provides an update of the status of nanoindentation
testing method in shale rocks. The following topics are covered: principles, existing results, problems,
future plans.
Index Terms - Nanoidentation testing; shale; kerogen; mechanical properties
I. NOMENCLATURE

NIT
TOC
XRD
AFM
�
�
�
�
�

�

�
�
��
���
�
����

Nanoindentation Testing
Total Organic Carbon
X‐ray diffraction
Atomic Force Microscope
Young’s Modulus (MPa)
Poisson’s Ratio (-)
The indenter load
The elastic displacement of the indenter
Constant value related to
the geometry of the indenter
Constant value related to
the geometry of the indenter
The stiffness
The projected area of elastic contact
The reduced modulus
The indentation modulus
The hardness
The maximum load
II. INTRODUCTION

Today petroleum industry has a great interest in developing unconventional resources that are mainly
presented by heterogeneous rocks that are basically called shales. Geomechanical properties play a big role in
the development of shales. They can be used in drilling, fracturing or seismic interpretation operations [1]; or in
simulations where it is necessary to know these properties and only in these case simulation’s results will be
matched with reality. The common methods for determining geomechanical properties were developed long
E. Shilov is with the Center of Hydrocarbon Recovery, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Skolkovo Innovation Center, Nobel 3,
Moscow 143026, Russia (e-mail: evgeny.shilov@skolkovotech.ru).
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ago, they are usually presented by conventional techniques like unconfined compression test, semi- or truetriaxial test, Brazilian or tension test, etc. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to use these experimental methods
due to the mechanical instability of shales; conventional techniques for determining geomechanical properties
lead to unreliable results for shales. It is also very unlikely to retrieve large core samples from highly
heterogeneous and unconsolidated shales. To develop methods for determining mechanical properties of
shales, researchers are constantly trying to employ newly developed techniques from other fields in petroleum
geomechanics or to develop their own techniques for determining geomechanical properties. Because of the
rock heterogeneity of shales, researchers mainly require methods that work on much smaller scales than
conventional techniques.
From the early 70s, different researchers revealed their interest in sensing indentation testing for elastic
modulus measuring. In [2], the authors describe nanoindentation testing (NIT) technique that allows
geomechanical properties detection on the submicron scale on different materials. This method uses a highresolution electronic instrument to measure applied loads and value of displacement of an indenter [3] and a
schematic diagram of the nanoindenter is presented on the Figure 1. It allows us to calculate Young’s modulus
and hardness of the sample from load-displacement recording. A small size of the sample and very small load
are used in this type of the test, and therefore the indentation area is about a few nanometers.

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the nanoindenter [4].

Additional attention should be applied to the term “shales”. This term in that review means petroleum plays
that are rich with organic matter. Therefore, shales consist of mineral matrix and organic matter that is
kerogen. The kerogen is the most valuable component in the rock because it is the hydrocarbon generation. As
it was mentioned above shales are very heterogeneous rocks; and geomechanical properties of separate rock
components cannot be measured conventionally at big scales. But using NIT it is possible to work at
nanoscales and measure geomechanical properties of either mineral matrix or kerogen, or even the rock
composition as it is.
III. PRINCIPLES
Special indentation instruments can continuously measure force and displacement of the indenter. The
indentation load-displacement data of the test can be used to determine geomechanical properties (Figure 2). It
is possible to retrieve two mechanical properties from indentation testing: the elastic modulus, E, and the
hardness, H. Commonly the data are obtained from one complete cycle of loading and unloading [2]. General
relationships were derived from the load, displacement, and contact area for any punch (indentation, print) that
can be described as a solid of revolution of smooth function [2]. The load-displacement relationships for many
simple punch geometries can be conveniently written in the following form:

ࡼ ൌ ࢻ ࢎ

(1)

where ࡼ is the indenter load, ࢎ is the elastic displacement of the indenter, and ࢻ and  are constants. Values
of the exponent m for some common punch geometries are m=1 for flat cylinders, m=2 for cones, m=1.5 for
spheres in the limit of small displacements, and m=1.5 for paraboloids of revolution.
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Fig. 2. Load versus displacement data for one indentation (in blue). Reduced modulus versus displacement data for the same indentation
(in green) [5].

Tabor and Stillwell [6] conducted the earliest experiments of load and displacement sensing indentation for
measuring mechanical properties. They proved that the shape of the entire unloading curve and the total
amount of recovered displacement can be related to the elastic modulus and the size of the contact impression.
Another important observation resulting from these studies is about effect of non-rigid indenter on the loaddisplacement behavior is accounted for by the use of a reduced modulus, �� , through the equation

� � �� � � ���
�
=
+
�
��
��

(2)

where � and � are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ration for the specimen and �� and �� are the same
parameters for the indenter.
According to [2], physical properties determination from nanoindentation experiments involves analysis of the
generated load-displacement curves. The upper portion of the unloading data is fit to a power of law. The slope
of the initial portion of this fit determines the stiffness, � ( =

��
��

, where � is the load and � - the displacement).

The experimentally measured stiffness, �, and the projected area of elastic contact, �, are used to determine
the reduced modulus, �� , according to the equation

�� =

� √�

� √�

(3)

Unfortunately, there is no data in the literature for Poisson’s ratio of kerogen. Therefore, all elastic modulus
can be presented in a form of indentation modulus:

��� =

�
� � ��

(4)

Values of indentation modulus can be used to calculate a Young’s modulus for kerogen if the knowledge of the
Poisson’s ratio becomes available.
The hardness, �, is defined as the mean pressure the material will support under load, and is computed from

�=

����
�

(5)

where ���� is the maximum load.
General experimental layout of any NIT has loading and unloading stage. Figure 3 presents the example plot of
applied load via nanoindenter with time.
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Fig. 3. Plot of variation of applied load with time. Increase in load represents loading part while decrease represents unloading part; a
constant force segment is used to study creep on material [7].

IV. EXISTING RESULTS
In [8], nanoindentation was a technique used to measure mechanical properties of kerogen. Elastic properties
were measured both parallel and perpendicular to the bedding plane. No detectable anisotropy in kerogen
mechanical properties was found.
In [9], NIT was used on 10 Woodford outcrop shale samples to calculate elastic properties. More than 3000
indentation tests were conducted. Figure 4 gives an example of the load-displacement curve which allows the
extraction of the indentation moduli [2]. X‐ray diffraction (XRD) mineralogy data of these samples showed quartz
content varying from 27 to 53 % of volume, clay content ranging from 18 to 43 % of volume, kerogen content
varying from 11 to 18 % of total weight, and porosity ranging from 0.16 to 0.19 fraction volume. Indentations
were done both parallel and perpendicular to the bedding plane. They exhibited low range of Young’s moduli
because the sample might have been weakened due to chemical weathering at shallow depth.

Fig. 4. Load displacement curve when indenting in direction to bedding plane [9].

Samples used in [2], [9] studies showed total organic carbon (TOC) content of 22% of total weight and maximum
temperature of 421°C. They indicated that Young’s modulus of shale has an inverse relationship with TOC
content. Researchers measured hardness and indentation modulus on three orthogonal faces of shale sample
cube and reported no evidence of anisotropy in the mechanical properties of kerogen.
Other researchers performed nanoindentation measurements on a sample from organic‐rich Bazhenov
formation from 3800 m depth showing kerogen content in the range of 7–21% of volume [5]. All imaging and
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measurements were done orthogonal to the horizontal bedding plane. They calculated Young’s modulus of
organics in the range of 10–15 GPa.
In [10], authors conducted nanoindentation measurements on a total number of 144 organic‐rich shale
samples. Measurements were performed on different types of shales. It was concluded that:
 Woodford samples have a Young’s modulus of 23–80 GPa. Samples with lower E values (23–30 GPa) show
either high concentration of TOC or high clay content; whereas samples with higher E values (60–80 GPa) show
relatively low TOC, porosity, and clay content. Hardness of this formation vary from 0.54 to 7.2 GPa and show
higher hardness values (6–7 GPa) due to high quartz content and low TOC and porosity values.
 Barnett samples have a Young’s modulus of 39–78 GPa, while higher E values are found to be either relatively
low in TOC and porosity, or high in carbonate content.
 Haynesville samples have a Young’s modulus of 31–79 GPa where samples with higher E is found to be either
high in carbonate or low in TOC. Hardness for Haynesville samples with average value of 1.1±0.6 GPa is
attributed to the high carbonate content of samples.
 Eagle Ford samples have a Young’s modulus of 31–57.5 GPa. Samples with higher carbonate content exhibit
higher Young’s moduli. Hardness of these samples obtained is between 0.45 and 1.5 GPa.
 Ordovician shale samples with high average carbonate content of 73 ± 4 % of total weight show Young’s
modulus of 49–57 GPa. They show a hardness range from 1 to 1.3 GPa.
Kumar et al. [10] indicate that for all shale plays, samples with high TOC and high porosity exhibit low Young’s
modulus, whereas samples with low TOC, low porosity, and high carbonate content show high Young’s modulus
values. Hardness on the other hand shows negative correlation with porosity and clay content as well as poor
correlation with TOC.
V. PROBLEMS
There is no reliable value for Poisson’s ratio, �, in the literature for the shales. Thus, researchers in their
calculations need to use � obtained from large scale measurements. Fortunately, an uncertainty of ±0.1 in the
Poisson’s ratio leads only to 5% difference in the calculated Young’s modulus for the predefined indentation
modulus [11].
The relationship between indentation and Young’s modulus is valid only if Poisson’s ratio is obtained from the
same scale; in the case of nanoindentation technique there is no independent values for Poisson’s ratio
obtained at the nanoscale. Because of that researchers should think about techniques and methods that will be
able to get more reliable values for Poisson’s ratio at nanoscale in order to calculate much more representative
Young’s modulus with the help of nanoindentation data.
It is also should be mentioned that nobody measured geomechanical properties of shales under non-contact
regime with AFM in the examined papers. This regime can probably help to avoid the time consuming point
measuring by traditional NIT technique.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
Despite significant research into the physical behavior of shales, fundamental questions remain regarding how
the intrinsic rock properties of the organic fraction affect the macroscopic shales properties overall. We still do
not have a clear picture of the elastic properties of either the organic matter or the individual clay minerals that
are presented in shales [5].
According to [9], [11], nanoindentation tests can help in building a special model that will be able to determine
mechanical shale properties based on just a few intrinsic rock properties like porosity, packing density and
mineralogy. Probably, NIT will replace a very costly core sample operation by nanoindentation measurement on
very tiny drill cuttings obtained during drilling operations [10], [12]–[14].
It is very important to understand the relationship of nanometer-scale properties of shales to their macroscopic
properties and this is one of the current challenges in petroleum geomechanics that should be solved [9].
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Future studies should examine different sets of samples from different organic-rich rocks, as well as elastic
properties of all other minerals that rock is composed with. In our future research, we consider using AFM
equipment in order to check the viability of measuring geomechanical properties with non-contact mode and
create a map of geomechanical properties for different compounds of the shale samples. And we should think
about the possibilities to measure and obtain Poisson’s ratio at nanoscales for correct Young’s Modulus
calculation.
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Towards Quantum Simulation of HighTemperature Superconductivity with
Ultracold Atoms in Optical Lattices
Andrei E. Tarkhov

Abstract - In the present review, the problem of quantum simulation of high-temperature superconductivity
with ultracold atoms in optical lattices is addressed. A brief introduction to the challenges of quantum
many-particle strongly interacting systems, such as high-temperature cuprate superconductors, and of
their simulation is presented. A few state-of-the-art quantum simulators on ultracold atoms in optical
lattices for the physical problems related to high-temperature superconductivity are considered. These
prospective quantum simulators are designed for the following quantum problems: a quantum transition
from the Mott insulator phase to the superfluid phase, a quantum transition from antiferromagnetic to
paramagnetic ordering with an external magnetic field applied and investigation of fermion transport
properties for non-interacting and interacting atomic clouds.
Index Terms - high-temperature superconductivity; quantum simulation; ultracold atoms in optical lattices.
I. NOMENCLATURE
The following quantities and operators will be frequently used in this review.
��
critical temperature for superconductivity (K)
��
annihilation operator
creation operator
��
�
��
number of particles operator��
��
on-site potential
�
hopping parameter
�
on-site interaction parameter
���
�-component of spin �
�
��
�-component of magnetic field at site �
���
�-component of spin �
���
�-component of magnetic field at site �
II. INTRODUCTION
High-temperature superconductivity was originally discovered in 1986 by Bednorz and Müller in Ba-La-Cu-O [1]
at a critical temperature �� � ��K. Extensive research has been done since then to find new compounds with
even higher �� in this class of materials called cuprates. Quite a few new classes of high-temperature
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superconductors (HTSC) have been also found. The highest temperature achieved to date in cuprate
superconductors is K in HgBa2Ca2Cu3Ox (HBCCO) [2], whereas the current record is K in H2S at  GPa
pressure [3]. The discovery of room-temperature superconductivity would revolutionize the whole electric
power industry, science and technology, since it would make transmission loses almost negligible, allow the
production of electromagnetic sensors of vastly increased sensitivity and give an opportunity to create magnetic
fields of utmost intensity inexpensively for practical applications in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), highenergy physics and nuclear fusion [4].
Despite the anticipated benefits of room-temperature superconductors and scientific endeavors to find them,
the general theory and practical recipes for searching new HTSC are yet to be proposed. One of the main
limitations is that most of the HTSC are unconventional superconductors, i.e. they cannot be well-described by
the conventional Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity [5], which predicts the highest
possible critical temperature to be approximately K. Due to the complex multilayered structure of cuprate
superconductors and strongly interacting behavior of electrons within them, any reasonable theory would have
to describe these strong interactions, thus making it very difficult to apply in practice. Since such theories are
almost never analytically solvable, one would have to employ numerical methods. However, there is a practical
obstacle for direct numerical simulation of such quantum interacting systems.
For such quantum many-particle strongly interacting systems as unconventional superconductors, the required
memory and time to simulate their behavior on a classical computer would scale exponentially with the system
size and number of particles involved. Classical computing has been successfully applied as a method to solve
many a problem in physics since its invention, but for quantum problems with a few tens of interacting
particles, the resources would be quickly exhausted.
Quantum computing was proposed as a remedy for this incredible complexity [6]–[8]. However, rapid
decoherence of large groups of quantum bits — building blocks of a quantum computer — due to interactions
with the environment is a limiting factor for quantum computing performance for the time being.
Quantum simulation is a compromise between universal quantum and classical computing. Quantum
simulators, due to their quantum nature, exploit exponential gain in performance in comparison to classical
computers, yet they lack universality [9]–[11]. Therefore, quantum simulators are problem specific and for each
quantum calculation, a new quantum simulator should be designed. The main idea behind quantum simulation
is to create a controllable quantum system, which would effectively model the Hamiltonian of a desired
quantum system, which is for some reason unachievable or uncontrollable experimentally.
One of the most common and well-studied physical systems currently used for quantum simulation is ultracold
gases in optical lattices, due to its high experimental controllability and a broad range of experimental detection
possibilities [12]–[16]. Since ultracold gases in such setting are usually neutral, there is no rigid limit for the
scaling of their size. Thus, such a quantum simulator can easily outperform any contemporary classical
computer if the number of particles involved is higher than roughly 50.
This review is focused on the state-of-the-art applications of quantum simulators on ultracold atoms in optical
lattices to the physical problems and models related to high-temperature superconductivity. The structure of
this review is the following. In Section III a brief introduction into ultracold atoms in optical lattices is provided.
Three quantum simulators are considered in the subsequent sections for: a quantum transition from the Mott
insulator phase to the superfluid phase in Section IV; a quantum transition from antiferromagnetic to
paramagnetic ordering with an external magnetic field applied in Section V; investigation of fermion transport
properties for non-interacting and interacting atomic clouds in Section VI.
III. ULTRACOLD ATOMS IN OPTICAL LATTICES
Ultracold atoms in optical lattices have been thoroughly studied recently [12]–[16], which led to their practical
applications for solving many a problem in physics.
To prepare such a system, one has to trap a cloud of neutral atoms and cool it down to temperatures of the
order of several mK via laser cooling. And then lower the temperature to ࣆK via an evaporating cooling
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technique, i.e. slow lowering of the trap potential depth. An optical lattice formed by a standing wave of a laser
light creates a periodic potential for trapped atoms similar to the one in condensed-matter physics for
electrons. Thus, it can be considered as a way to create well-controllable artificial crystals with almost any
desired properties.
Ultracold atoms in optical lattices allow modelling many a Hamiltonian, which is widely used in the modern
condensed-matter physics.
The applications of ultracold atoms to the problems related to high-temperature superconductivity are
considered below.
IV. TRANSITION FROM MOTT INSULATOR TO SUPERFLUID
The parent compound for cuprate superconductors is a Mott insulator. Mott insulators should have been
conductive according to the conventional band theory (their conduction band is half-filled), but in practice they
are insulators because of strong electron-electron repulsion. Superconductivity emerges only after the
destruction of the Mott insulator with doping [17]. The Mott insulator phase and particularly the transition to the
superconductive phase have attracted lots of attention.
For example, quantum phase transition from the Mott insulator phase to the superfluid phase at zero
temperature in a system of bosonic particles with repulsive on-site interaction was studied with the help of
ultracold atoms in optical lattices [18]. Classical phase transitions are forbidden at zero temperatures because
all thermal fluctuations are frozen out, but for quantum systems quantum fluctuations are always present and
phase transitions can occur even at zero temperature.
For the quantum simulation of such a transition the Bose-Hubbard model Hamiltonian was chosen:
1
� � �� �
� � � �).
��
� �� + � �� �� + � � �� (�
�
�����
�
�
This equation consists of three terms: hopping between nearest-neighboring sites, on-site potential and on-site
interaction term respectively. The effective hopping coefficient � was varied via changing the optical lattice
potential depth �� . There was a critical value of the hopping parameter, where the quantum transition took
place. If the hopping coefficient was higher than the critical one, the system was in the superfluid state,
otherwise in the Mott insulator phase.
When the optical lattice has been released, and atoms have started to expand freely, time-of-flight
experiments (TOF) allow measuring the momentum distribution of an atomic cloud. After a certain time of flight the
density of atomic cloud will represent the momentum distribution of atoms at the moment of release [15]. In Fig. 1
the TOF measurement results for the quantum transition from the superfluid phase to the Mott insulator phase are
presented. The images from b to d have intense interferometric maxima, showing the presence of long-range order
in the system as well as coherence between neighboring lattice sites. From e to g the transition occurs and in g and
h there is no long-range order anymore, i.e. the system is in the Mott insulator regime.

Fig. 1. Absorption images of multiple matter wave interference patterns. These were obtained after suddenly releasing the atoms from an
optical lattice potential with different potential depths �� after a time of flight of 15 ms. Values of �� were: a, ��� ; b, ��� ; c, ��� ; d, ���� ; e,
���� ; f, ���� ; g, ���� ; and h, ���� [18].
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Even though this quantum simulator is based on bosons, and fermions and their interactions are important for
high-temperature superconductivity, this experiment still gives an opportunity to simulate the transition from
Mott insulator to superfluid, which is one of significant aspects of the HTSC physics.
V. ANTIFERROMAGNETIC SPIN CHAINS
As previously mentioned, the parent compound for cuprate superconductors is in the Mott insulator phase, but
in addition to that, this phase is also antiferromagnetically ordered [17]. This means that spins of electrons on
neighboring sites tend to be pointing in opposite directions. Doping of a cuprate parent compound destroys the
Mott insulator phase and antiferromagnetic ordering (AF) and gives rise to superconductivity [17].
Understanding of exotic magnetic phases is crucially important because the fundamental role of magnetism in
high-temperature superconductors is already well-known. However, particular mechanisms of magnetic
interactions leading to or preventing from the formation of the superconducting state are yet to be discovered.
As with all other quantum many-particle problems, the simplest models of magnetism — spin chains, are
rarely exactly solvable analytically. They also demand high amounts of memory and computing time to be dealt
with. However, many of them could be easily modelled with a quantum simulator on ultracold atoms in optical
lattices.
For example, one of the simplest model exhibiting a quantum phase transition is an antiferromagnetic Ising
chain in one dimension in an applied magnetic field with the corresponding model Hamiltonian:
� � � � ��� ����
� ��� ��� � ��� ��� .
�
�

The first term in this Hamiltonian describes � � � interactions between �-components of neighboring spins ���
and ����
in the chain, whereas the second and the third terms introduce interaction with the � and �
�
components of the external magnetic field �� .
This model was implemented in a quantum simulator on ultracold bosonic atoms (87Rb) in a tilted optical
lattice [19]. The authors of [19] managed to study a quantum phase transition from paramagnetic to
antiferromagnetic phase and verify a formation of spin domains.
In Fig. 2 the zero-temperature phase diagram of this Hamiltonian is presented, where two phases:
paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic, are separated by a second-order phase transition. In the regime of a
dominant interaction term the ground state of the system is AF-ordered, whereas for relatively small
interaction and high magnetic field intensities the ground state is paramagnetic. The transition becomes a
classical first-order transition nearby the multicritical point (�� � �� ) � (�� �).
To map the tilted bosonic Hubbard model to the spin model, the authors of [19] used the following scheme.
The tilt of potential at each site leads to the possibility to realize two-dimensional optical lattice, which would
mimic antiferromagnetic couplings in spin chains.
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Fig. 2. Spin model and its phase diagram. a, An antiferromagnetic one- dimensional Ising chain in longitudinal (�� ) and transverse (�� )
magnetic fields exhibits two phases at zero temperature [20], [21]: an antiferromagnetic phase in weak fields, and a paramagnetic phase in
strong fields. These phases are separated by a second-order phase transition (red line), except at the multicritical point (�� � �� ) � (�� �),
where the absence of quantum fluctuations produces a classical first-order transition. The region accessible in the experiment is
highlighted in blue. b, Here the Hamiltonian may be decomposed into a constraint term (shaded red) that prevents adjacent ‘down’-spins,
and field terms (shaded blue) that drive the phase transition [19].

As shown in Fig. 3 the tilt value change allows to switch from paramagnetic phase (a) to antiferromagnetic (c),
whereas the exact spin mapping to bosonic atoms in a tilted potential well is presented in (d).

Fig. 3. Tilted Hubbard model and mapping to spin model. Consider first the middle row. a, When a Mott insulator is tilted by � per lattice
site, it maintains unity occupancy until � reaches the on-site interaction energy �. b, As the energy cost to tunnel, � � � � �, vanishes, an
atom can tunnel to the neighbouring site if the atom on that site has not itself tunnelled. Otherwise, the tilt � inhibits tunnelling, producing
a strong constraint. c, Tilting further, the system undergoes a transition into a doubly degenerate staggered phase. d, Here we show how
this system maps onto interacting spin-1/2 particles, whose two spin states correspond to the two possible locations of each atom. The
tunnelling constraint forbids adjacent down spins, realizing a spin–spin interaction. Top row: the initial Mott insulator corresponds to a
paramagnet (a), the state at resonant tilt to an entangled (critical) spin configuration (b), and staggered ordering at large tilt to an
antiferromagnet (c). Bottom row: parity-sensitive site-resolved imaging results in bright paramagnetic (a; o, odd), and dark
antiferromagnetic (c; e, even) domains [19].

VI. FERMIONIC TRANSPORT
In addition to the above-described properties of the phase transition from the Mott insulator phase with
antiferromagnetic ordering to the superconducting phase, it is very important to study the transport properties
in high-temperature superconductors. Since one of the main features of superconducting materials is their
unusual electronic transport properties, i.e. the ability to have zero resistivity and conduct an electronic current
with no voltage applied and no significant losses, the quantum simulation of the electronic transport is also relevant.
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To study the influence of interactions on fermionic cloud expansion in a square lattice [22], Schneider et al.
focused on fermionic transport and out-of-equilibrium dynamics of a homogeneous Hubbard model. For this
purpose, the authors of [22] employed ultracold fermionic potassium atoms loaded into a blue-detuned optical
lattice with an additionally imposed red-detuned dipole-trap. Different hold times in a deep lattice allowed to
block tunneling between adjacent sites and control dephasing, where the dipole-trap potential allowed to
prepare an initial confined density profile of a fermionic cloud for the following expansion.
In a non-interacting case, the expansion dynamics profile is shown in Fig. 4 for three expansion times. The
initial rotationally symmetry (1 ms) gets broken (10 ms) and the cloud takes the square form (20 ms). In the
non-interacting regime, the dynamics is governed by the hopping term in the Hubbard model only, i.e. by a
ballistic expansion, that finally leads to the square-like symmetry of the cloud similar to the first Brillouin zone
symmetry.

Fig. 4. Expansion of non-interacting fermions. Expansion times: a – 1 ms, c – 10 ms, h – 20 ms. In situ absorption images (column density
in a.u.) of an expanding non-interacting cloud in a horizontally homogeneous square lattice with lattice depth 8E� (1 ms�� �1�8�/J). The
expansion changes the symmetry of the cloud from the rotational symmetry of the harmonic trap to the square symmetry of the lattice
Brillouin zone [22].

Within the preparation process, the effective interaction term was controlled using a Feshbach resonance [23],
[24]. Since the effective spins of fermionic potassium atoms in the lattice were simulated with the two lowest
hyperfine states, Feshbach resonances allowed changing effective scattering length for the atoms in the lattice
via tuning of a magnetic field, thus letting the control of their interaction. The Feshbach resonance allowed to
study the effect of interaction on the expanding fermionic cloud as well, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Expansion of interacting fermions. Experimental in situ absorption images for different interactions after 25 ms expansion in a
horizontally homogeneous lattice. The images show a symmetric crossover from U/J = 0, a ballistic expansion for non-interacting clouds,
to an interaction-dominated expansion for both attractive (U/J = −9) and repulsive (U/J = +9) interactions. Images are averaged over at
least five shots and all scales are identical to those in Fig. 3 [22].

The fermionic cloud separates into two fractions: ballistic background and diffusive core. Surprisingly, the
density profiles and expansion rates are similar for attractive (U/J = −9) and repulsive (U/J = 9) interactions,
where U controls interaction between atoms. This symmetry is a direct consequence of internal time-reversal
symmetry of the Hubbard model.
The method developed in the study [22] for quantum simulation of fermionic transport with ultracold potassium
atoms in an optical lattice is simple, but prospective for future studies. Transport properties are always hard to
predict and calculate even in rather simple systems. Moreover, in the presence of strong correlations in a
system, as, for example, in high-temperature superconductors, there is no way to study transport directly.
Hence, new advanced quantum simulators of transport like this one would substantially reduce complexity of
prediction of new high-temperature superconductors.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
Quantum simulation seems to be a promising technique to cope with the physical problems related to hightemperature superconductivity. In the present review one of the most developed quantum simulator types,
ultracold atoms in optical lattices, and its application to the solving of condensed-matter physics problems
were considered. Some examples of quantum many-particle strongly interacting systems were presented in
reasonable detail. Three recently developed quantum simulators on ultracold atoms in optical lattices for the
physical problems related to high-temperature superconductivity were considered. Their applications comprise
the following quantum problems: a quantum transition from the Mott insulator phase to the superfluid phase, a
quantum transition from antiferromagnetic to paramagnetic ordering with an external magnetic field applied,
and investigation of fermion transport properties for non-interacting and interacting atomic clouds. Further
development of the experimental techniques would lead to the creation of new quantum simulators, which
would allow to get a deeper insight into the problem of high-temperature superconductivity and the theoretical
concepts behind it.
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Analysis of Interdependencies between
Gas and Electric Power Systems for
Optimal Dispatching and Reliability
Assessment
A. Churkin*

Abstract - This paper analyzes existing studies of gas and electricity systems interconnections. The number
of such studies has significantly increased over the last decade due to expansion of both electric power and
gas systems and widespread use of gas-fired power plants. However, examination of gas/electricity
correlations appears to be a rather complex task with various possible solutions. Some studies examine
typical schemes with a moderate number of nodes and analyze optimal dispatching and gas pressure
control. Others perform global optimization on a scale of a certain country or even interstate power
exchange. Although each study has its own particular goal, the basic principles of the systems
interconnections remain the same. The main techniques and approaches to modeling of gas/electricity
interdependencies are reviewed in this paper. Proposals for future research are also made.
Index Terms - gas network, electric network, optimal power flow, optimal dispatching, interconnection of
systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Сontinuous increase of power demand leads to expansion of both electric power and gas systems.
Simultaneously, economic and environmental factors encourage usage of gas-fired power plants. Hence,
interdependencies between gas and power systems become more obvious. Numerous studies performed in the
last decade have shown complexity and multifacetedness of modeling interdependencies.
Most of the existing studies have been performed in the developed countries with wide and complex gas and
power systems (UK, Switzerland, US). Such studies [1–3] are focused on problems of global dispatching and
optimization on a country scale. Main results of the studies show possible reduction in systems operation cost
and possible benefits for social welfare.
Another important problem that appears when the two systems are considered together is reliability
assessment. In [4] contingency analysis is performed in order to estimate an impact on electric power system
and ensure global security. Considering gas system security constraints and gas pressure maintenance,
several coordination scenarios among gas and power systems are suggested in [5].
The coupling of gas/electricity concept called “energy hub” is presented in [6–8]. Different power flows are
considered interconnected in “hubs” in order to get operational and economic benefits. The concept
decomposes optimal power flow problem into subproblems that could be effectively solved for each “hub”.
Gas and electricity interdependencies have also been studied on the interstate scale. Model suggested in [9]
A. I. Churkin is with the Center for Energy Systems, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology, Skolkovo Innovation Center, Building 3,
Moscow 143026, Russia (e-mail: andrey.churkin@skolkovotech.ru).
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performs cross-border energy trade optimization for the European Union countries.
Rather innovative methodology described in [10] estimates operational impact of Power-to-Gas (P2G)
technology on electrical and gas transmission networks. This technology enables to convert excessive electric
energy into synthetic gas that could be stored in gas transmission network. P2G technology can be considered
as inverse coupling of the two systems that extend dispatching and optimization horizons.
Finally, the possibility of demand-side response in combined gas and electricity networks is studied in [11]. It
can enhance power system flexibility and reduce investments in further systems development.
Although each study is focused on a particular problem that exists at the confluence of the two systems, the
basic principles of the systems interconnections remain the same. This article analyzes basic principles of
modeling gas/electricity interdependencies and suggests direction for further research. In section II, the main
concept of gas and electricity systems interconnection is presented as well as possible ways of global
optimization. Section III provides methodology for gas and electricity systems modeling. Section IV summarizes
the main points of the paper.

II. BASIC CONCEPT
Despite different goals of modeling mentioned above the basic principle of modeling gas/electricity
interdependencies can be inferred: gas-fired power plants are considered as the main linkage between the two
systems (fig. 1). For example, in order to produce a certain amount of electric energy, a generator must
consume a certain volume of gas. Gas compressor can also be considered as an interconnection point since it
consumes electric energy in order to maintain gas pressure. Together with P2G technology, gas compressors
form inverse coupling of the two systems. However, such inverse coupling can be neglected in comparison to
the power produced by gas-fired generators.

Fig. 1. Gas-fired power plants as main interconnection points between gas and electric power networks

Thus, power can be transmitted to users in two ways: through electricity transmission network or mostly by gas
transmission network (in form of gas) with further conversion into electricity. Both gas and power networks
have been well studied individually. It is well known how to perform optimal power flow optimization for power
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systems as well as gas flow optimization and compressors scheduling [5]. The question arises, what economic
benefits can be obtained in case of global optimization and dispatching (gas + power optimal flow). Solution to
this problem becomes a sophisticated mathematical and engineering task since we complicate an objective
function, add more restrictions and variables (generators output capacity and power of gas compressors).
Before approaching this task, the main modeling methodologies for gas and power systems modeling should
be analyzed. The review of existing methodologies is presented in the next section.

III. MODELING METHODOLOGY
A. Power network modeling
There limited options regarding modeling methodology for power network. Most of the listed studies [2, 3, 5, 9]
successfully use direct current (DC) approximation for electric power system states modeling. DC power flow
formulation enables the calculation of power flows in each particular transmission line in case when there is a
lack of precise data about existing power networks.
Modeling formulations are rather obvious and require Kirchoff’s laws implementation, and constraints
satisfaction.
Total system power constraint:

���� (�) − ℎ� (�)� = 0

(1)

����� � �� (�) � �����

(2)

−������ � ��� ��(�) − ℎ(�)� � ������

(3)

�

where �� (�) is production profile of generator �; ℎ� (�) is consumption profile of load �; � – total number of nodes.
Generator production limit:

Power flow limits:

where ������ is power flow limit of a certain transmission line; matrix � represents correspondence between
line power flows and power injections at nodes.

Thus, power network modeling is usually performed for steady-state conditions within a single time-step (taken
as 1 hour). In order to model system behavior for the period of one day, � = 24 power states have to be
calculated. If gas system modeling is performed dynamically, values for power system must be converted to
continuous values also. This can be done as following integration:
�

min �� = � � ��� � �� (�) � �� � ��� (�)� ��
��� �

(4)

where �� is an objective function that minimizes total cost of generation and cost of power losses; �� represents
cost functions of production; �� represents cost of power losses ��� (�) in transmission lines.
B. Gas network modeling

Gas network modeling is not as clear as power network modeling. The main challenge is physics of gas flow. Gas
flows much slower than electricity. This means that gas dynamics cannot be easily neglected. There are some
approaches of steady-state gas network modeling, but they are rather rough and inaccurate. Hence, existing studies
are divided into gas steady-state modeling approaches and dynamic modeling approaches. Moreover, each study
suggests its own gas flow equations and objective function representations. Such variety of methods makes it
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extremely hard to find the best optimization solution for the gas and power systems coupling.
Another difficulty of gas network modeling is presentation of such gas equipment as compressors and gas
storages. These two essential components of gas network can also be modeled in different ways. Gas
compressors can be presented as a function that changes pressure at a node where it is installed. Gas storages
can be presented as gas injections into network.
Thus, there are different approaches and equations for modeling gas flows in gas pipelines, gas compressors
and storages. We will focus only on the meaning of the equations, not describing numerous physical formulas.
More detailed information about the modeling can be found in [1, 2, 3, 5].
Each gas flow (��� ) can be represented as function dependent on pressure difference (�� � �� ) between ends of
a pipeline or as a system of differential equations that involves gas pressure (�), friction factor (�) and many
other parameters.

��� = �(��� � �� �, �, � )

(5)

� ��� � � �� � � �� = 0

(6)

����� ≤ �� (�) ≤ �����

(7)

Gas modeling constraints include nodal balance condition (6), gas pressure values constraints (7), power of
compressor (��� ) constraint (8), compressor ratio (θ� ) constraint (9), withdrawal from gas storage constraint
(10) and gas pipeline limits (11).
���

���

���

where �� is gas injection to a certain node �; �� stands for gas demand at a node; � – total number of nodes in
gas network.

��� ≤ ������

(8)

�� ≤ �����

(10)

θ���
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�
�

C. Gas and electricity optimal power flow

���
���
���
≤ ��� (�) ≤ ���

(9)
(11)

Global optimization involves objective functions and restrictions of both gas and electric power systems. One of
the possible optimization problems can be stated as total operation cost minimization. This means reduction of
power losses along with low cost power generation and optimal scheduling of compressors. An objective
function for this case will be:
�

��� = � ����� � �� (�) � �� � ��� (�)�
�

���

(12)

� � �� � ��� (�) � ��

where �� represents cost of compressors operation.
Thus, the minimization problem is:

���

min
�
�� (�), θ� ��
subject to: power system constraints (1-3)
gas system constraints (6-11)

(13)

Result of the optimization will show the new optimal regimes of gas and power systems that will be the most
beneficial for society. Applying of gas flow differential equations will also enable gas pressure control over time [5].
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IV. CONCLUSION
Analysis of interdependencies between gas and electric power systems extends boundaries of optimal
operation and dispatching and poses new complex problems that can be treated in several ways. On the one
hand, objective function can be aimed at security maintenance or reduction of operation cost, while on the other
hand, there is a variety of modeling methodologies that can be implemented.
However, in spite of scientific novelty, practical application of the research in the direction of gas and power
systems coupling is rather obscure. The main obstacle is that application of global dispatching and optimization
needs significant technical and regulatory development. Therefore, in order to attract attention of government
and transmission system operator, a real case should be studied and optimized. It will show what benefits
could be obtained. Furthermore, it is not clear yet how these benefits should be shared among all participants
of the optimization (system operator, power grid company, generating companies and gas companies). Each
participant has to be motivated to contribute to the optimization.
Global reliability assessment can also be performed for the coupled systems. Since each particular gas-fired
power plant has an emergency fuel reserve (oil), only serious long-term incidents should be considered in
contingency analysis. The mentioned pressure maintenance methodologies should be also verified for real
systems.
In summary, existing approaches of the coupled modeling and optimization have to be verified for real cases.
First of all, values of total benefits should be calculated and announced in order to attract industry partners and
attention of the government. Then, distribution of total benefits should be suggested.
Further work will be focused on a real case examination.
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Modern Trends in European District
Heating
Maksim D. Glagolev5

Abstract - This paper overviews the modern trends of District Heating (DH) development in European
countries. Energy systems are facing the challenge of being more efficient and carbon free. Some countries
have accepted the challenge, however some countries are still idling. European Union is one of the most
active players in the development of DH systems thus their experience and competences are very valuable.
Countries like Russia, where DH plays a life-sustaining role, can utilize this great experience and motivation
to boost the efficiency and sustainability of the energy systems.
Index Terms - Combined heat and power, district heating, energy efficiency, heat pump, integrated energy
infrastructures, low temperature district heating, renewable energy sources, thermal energy storage.
I. INTRODUCTION
District Heating (DH) is a very important part of energy systems all over the world. Power systems are
traditionally associated with the most significant life-sustaining technology, however the understanding of role,
which DH plays in energy systems operation and development is increasing year in, year out. Present energy
systems are facing the challenges to be as efficient, sustainable and carbon free as possible [12]. District
heating systems, in turn, are able to increase the efficiency of energy sector and thus play a significant role in
meeting the challenges [13].
The DH of the future must be designed for the new energy systems but not for the present ones. Existing DH
will probably have to be redesigned or renovated to be able to operate as a part of integrated energy
infrastructure where electricity sector will be joined with DH sector, gas sector as well as transport [14].
DH systems have been developing in different ways from country to country and this diversity opens the door to
experience exchange and multinational collaboration, which will help to meet the challenges of the future. Not all
countries have accepted the challenge yet. European countries are very active in DH development. European
research groups supported by European Commission are working jointly with industries and governments to develop
the Smart District Heating systems in cities and neighborhoods. The modern trends and directions of research are
valuable to analyze and study since their experience and findings could be implemented in other countries.
Russia, where DH systems play a life-sustaining role, still did not accept the challenge. European experience
can be extremely motivating and helpful to build a new generation of the Russian DH systems..
II. EUROPEAN POLICIES AND DISTRICT HEATING PROJECTS
The present EU policies regarding the District Heating have the goal to push the R&D activities toward
development of Smart District Heating and Cooling (DHC) systems. There are nine documents issued between
2003 and 2013, which cover DH research area and stimulate the increase of energy efficiency, use of Renewable
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Energy Sources (RES), smart utilization of primary fuel, smart management and control of the systems as well
as demand side management [15].
EU supports the number of research groups and projects from all over Europe. The funding is provided by the
entire country or by the country and the EU. More than 40 DH projects are now running in Europe with total
funding more than 270 million Euros [4]. The exact funds ranking is shown in Fig. 1.
The most significant projects are: CELSIUS, ECO-LIFE, PIME’S, and 4th Generation DH, where CELSIUS and
4DH are strategic platforms for smart DHC development; ECO-LIFE is the project for clean, carbon free energy
generation and usage; and PIME’S is the smart grids project for both electrical and heat networks [16]-[19].
Although, these 40+ projects have different and multidisciplinary activities, they cover all research topics and
sub-topics related to DH systems.

CELSIUS
ECO-LIFE
60.96

69

PIME’S
4DH
SUNSTORE 4

11.5

FC-DISTRICT

11.5

21.2

11.7
11.8

15.1

18.1
17.17

n/a
GeoCom
E-HUB
Others

Fig. 1. EU DH projects funding, millions of euro

III. MODERN TRENDS IN DISTRICT HEATING DEVELOPMENT
District Heating research topic has a wide range of sub-topics and trends. The basic goal is to create the new
generation DH systems, which will be a part of Smart energy systems. According to professor H. Lund, ‘Smart
energy system is an energy system in which smart electricity, thermal and gas grids are combined and
coordinated to identify synergies between them in order to achieve an optimal solution for each individual
sector as well as for the overall energy system’ (Lund, 2014) [20]. Thus, DH needs to be smart itself. There are
four main principles and technologies, which characterize the smart DH systems.
A. Low Temperature District Heating
District Heating systems are now on the threshold of new era - the 4th generation of district heating. Previous
3 generations used steam (1st generation) and hot water with supply temperature around 100°C (2nd and 3rd
generation). The 4th generation DH will reduce supply temperature of hot water to the level of 50-60°C and thus
reduce the heat losses in supply and return pipelines. This trend was named as Low Temperature District
Heating (LTDH) [21]. Four generations of DH and its characteristics are shown in Fig. 2.
However, the reduction of heat losses is not the only advantage of LTDH. Low-temperature supply increases the
opportunity to integrate RES into the systems as well as to utilize low-temperature waste heat [22]. Denmark
and Sweden are the main countries, which are conducting research in this field.
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B. Renewable Energy Sources, Surplus and Waste Heat
The other sub-topic of DH research area is the RES integration and usage of waste and surplus heat.
The main RES applicable to DH systems are: solar thermal energy, geothermal energy, and biomass.
Solar thermal energy plants are based on large-scale solar collectors usually coupled with Thermal Energy
Storages (TES). The main zone of implementation is residential sector where the heat request is lower than in
cities. Germany, Italy and Spain are the leading countries in this topic.

Fig. 2. Four generations of District Heating [21]

Geothermal energy is usually associated with ground source heat pumps. The technology is relatively
expensive, however performance of the technology significantly increases when it is combined with RES, which
produce cheap electricity, or as a part of integrated energy system.
Biomass is the most developed and widely spread RES technology in DH systems. It includes biogas used for a
big number of Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plants at the residential and city levels. Austria, Germany and
Denmark are the leaders in biomass development [23].
Surplus heat from CHP is the main and the most widely spread source of heat in modern DH systems, thus
optimization and energy efficiency increase are the main goals for this heat source. However, the complexity of
the task increases if CHP is considered as a part of integrated energy infrastructure [15].
Waste heat has a great potential to be utilized, especially in case of industrial surplus heat. A huge number of
plants produce waste heat, and the goal is to take this heat and distribute it to the demand. The other objective
is to utilize low-temperature waste heat, which is produced in the residential sector, office buildings, shopping
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molls, etc. Thus, the use of waste heat leads to utilizing free heat energy and has a great technical and
economical potential. Research in this area is in the early stage due to its complexity.
C. DH as a Part of Integrated Energy Infrastructure
Integrated Energy Infrastructure is a relatively new concept, which includes DH sector, electricity sector, as
well as gas infrastructure. The idea behind is to gain synergy out of this integration, fulfill the environmental
goals and increase energy efficiency, sustainability, and economical performance. The inherent components
and principles such as smart meters, smart control devises, demand and supply side management must be
present in each system.
The combination of these energy sectors creates energy hubs where energy is produced and distributed in the
most effective way [24].
DH system as a part of Integrated Energy Infrastructure must become more flexible, smart and responsive.
That is why almost all DH systems will have to include thermal energy storages (usually filled with hot water),
which will balance the electrical and heat load at the CHP plants and cover the RES instability. Different scale
ground-source heat pumps will be able to meet the heating request when electricity from RES is cheap.
Booster heat pumps will help to fulfill the LTDH principle. And finally, demand side management will help to
stabilize heat production and electricity consumption by using air in the buildings as the TES [25].
D. Renovation and Optimization of Existing DH Systems
Future energy systems will need DH systems of new generation. As the big part of DH infrastructure in Europe
was built more than 20 years ago, it needs to be revitalized. Moreover, the new principles such as LTDH have
very strict requirements to the DH infrastructure. The old insulation materials, pipelines, and substation
technologies (e.g. heat-exchangers) have to be changed or at least optimized. The new smart meters and
control devices are also needed to make systems more efficient. These tasks are difficult to solve without R&D
and collaboration with industry. That is why several research groups are working close with energy companies
to solve these tasks [26].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the modern trends in DH development based on the European case. Next generation of DH
systems has to be developed and implemented. Renewable Energy Sources, which are already playing a great
role in energy systems, will be an important part of integrated energy infrastructure concept, boosting the
development and usage of different technologies such as heat pumps, thermal energy storages, and smart
meters. New operation and control algorithms and devices will be also created to optimize the usage of primary
fuel. New approaches to network design and topology have to be implemented as well.
These changes will help to gain the new level of energy efficiency and economical performance of energy
systems, but what is most important - will reduce the consumption of primary fossil fuels, increase the
flexibility and sustainability of the systems, and finally make energy systems carbon free.
These trends are applicable in other countries. Russia has to accept the challenge of DH development and
utilize this experience in the most efficient way. Differentness of climate conditions and systems scale will not
allow the use of these findings and results in Russian energy systems, but some of them can be implemented
to boost the efficiency of the systems and make them operate better.
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